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Ahstract

In applications such as CNC machining, highway and railway design, manufac-

turing industly, and animation, thele is an ongoing need to systematically generate

sets of reference points with prescribed arclengths aiong parametric cur..ves, with

considerable accuracy and real-time performance. In the process, mechanisms to

result in a parameter set that yield the coordinates of the reference points along

the culve Q(¿) : {r(¿),y(ú)} are sought.

The presence of arclength parameterizable expressions usually yields the pa-

rameter set that is necessary to generate the reference points, however, for typical

design curves, such an expression is often not availabie in closed form. It is desirable

to find efficient ways to compensate for iack of arclength parameter-ization.

In this dissertation, several analyiical and numerical methods for approximating

arclength parametelization are presented. These methods are examined for both

acculacy and real-time processing requirements. The application of generating

uniformly spaced reference points along the paths of sevelal curves is chosen for the

purposes of illustration, and bench marking among the presented methods.
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3,.3, Motivatåoru

In computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), and computer-

aided geometric design (CAGD) applications, there is a need to acculately and

efficiently generate a set of reference poi,nts distributed according to prescribed

dimensions along curves. Reference points are points on a curve such that the

arclength between neighboring points matches presclibed values. In addition, tech-

nical applications often require that reference points be equally spaced in terms of

the alclength. Following is a representative sampie of these applications.

ø CNC machini'ng. In computel numerical control (CNC) machining, comput-

ers with CAD systems are instructed to produce a set of reference points

along the path of machine palts accolding to specific pre-fed dimensions, the

final product may be expected to be affixed to other palts by bolts through

adjacent holes in locations marked by reference points [28][40].
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Highway and rai,lwo,y d,esign" In these areas of civil anci mechanical engineer-

ing, engineels may need to determine the locations of ly' * 1 r'eference stakes,

where any two lie Ê meters apalt aiong a designed curved roaciway to facilitate

highway construction anci cost measurements.

Manufacturing industry. In the airplane manufacturing industry for exampie,

thousands of uniformiy spaced reference points that are to lie along smooth

paths in a fuselage have to be computed; these reference points serve as the

locations for holes to be made to affix complementing par-ts by boìts. Uniform

distribution is desired here to distlibute tension evenly across the fuselage.

Graphical simulation and animation. In order for animated objects to ap-

pear realistic during simulation, it is necessary to pre-determine intermediate

positions the object is to appeal at. It is desirable that these positions be

uniformly spaced [30].

A first step towards the solution is to abstract the physical paths along objects

of intelest by parametric curves.

In order to efficiently calculate reference points along parametric curves, several

problems have to be solved, usually in the following orcier.:

(a) obtain an expression for the arclength (in closed form if possible).

(b) Compute the total arciength.

(c) Re-parametelize the curve equation using the inverse of the arclength expÌes-

sion obtained in (a).

If a closed-form solution is available to the first item of the above, an ideal solution

for refelence points generation/location along the curve of interest is at hand.
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Arclength re-parameter-ization is useful because the ar-clength is an intrinsic

quantity of the cutve and atclength palameterization is an intrinsic property of the

curve 161127l. Existence of the arclength expr-ession in an analytical algebraic form

gr-eatiy facilitates the application of several tasks that aid in culve analysis and

design [a7]. In older to generate a logically prescribed set of leference points along

the abstracted atrve, for example, the parametric equation obtained in (c) above

is parameterized accordingly, e.8., uniform inclements of the parameter value yield

unifor-mly spaced reference points. In [23], this is known as constant feedrate. The

example in the next subsection clarifies these points.

L"2 An Ðxalmple

Consider the following parametric circle equation:

Q(¿) : risin(ú), cos(l)], where 0 1t 12r. (1.1)

An arclength expression s(l) is obtained as follows:

ro i-
s(t) : 

J"" ,l* (cos2(r) + sin'z(r)) d,r : rt.

The total arclength I is computed by setting ú to the

equation. This yields

L :2rr.

From (i.2), ú(s) : s/r. Equation (i.1) is re-parameterized by

the following arclength re-parameterized equation:

e(") : "{.t" (;) ,-. (;)}, where o 1 s 1 L.

(1 2)

upper limit in the above

(1 3)

the alclength to yield

(1.4)
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To genelate a set of l/ + i uniformly spaceci reference points

{P,;lt:o'1,...,¡/}

along the cilcle path, (1.a) is evaluated with the set

{s; : iAslAs : LIN and i : 0,,1,...,ff}. (1.5)

The palameterization of (1.a) is thus such that uniform increments of the paramete¡

(as obtained in (1.5)) are actual uniform steps taken along the curve.

Í-.& T'&ae Fnobleryl

The above example deliberately illustrates a case where all steps to be taken towards

the ideal solution ((1.2)-(1.4)) were easy to compute and express in elementary

functions. Equation (1.2) in particular, is analytically reducible into a manageable

linear function that allowed easy extraction of the arclength s in terms of I and

vice versa. In addition, it is important to note the relationship existing between I

and s in the above example: It is a linear lelationship whele t is a norrnalization of

s. This type of relationship is always present if the curuature is constant (such as

in straight lines, circles, and helices) and allows an almost direct form of arclength

parameterization. This simple relationship is unusual. Most curves modeling prac-

tical objects have variable curvatuLe, and other than the fact that both s and ú are

monotone and increasing, no other guiding relationship may be assumed.

In general, the problem may be clescribed as follows. Consider the following

more general form of (1.2) to obtain the arclength:

:['
Jo

,["Or: 
Jo

dr.s (ú) llQ'(")ll (1 6)
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For most curves Q(l), it is impossible to integrate (1.6) in an analyticfashion, and

even when this is possible, deriving an expression for l(s) from (1.6) may be im-

possible. As a result, (1.6) does not usually lend itseif to a practical repr-esentation

[40][47]. The ideal solution mentioned in Section 1"1 is therefore rarely possibie; so

it is necessary to search for numerical methods to calculate the arclength and to

approximate an arclength re-palameterization.

L.4 Ðxåsting iVletlaods

Existing methods that are available for generating leference points are mentioned

next. Some of them are examined further in the succeeding chapters.

L"4"L Ðirect Generation rv.ittÌ ((ú"

In this method, lhe dirnensioniess parameter ú, at which Q(t) is evaluated, is used

to generate refelence points aiong the curve. A set of 1/ + 1 uniformly spaced

refelence points may be approximated by evaluating Q(t) at points at the following

parameter set:

It¡ : i\tl Lt 0,1,...,¡./Ì. (1 7)

culves that possess constant curvatur-e,

that lefelence points generated bV {¿;}

are sparse in regions of low curvature.

?,

- r¡)0 -lv

This method is simple and is sufficient for

but is unsuitable othei'wise as it appears

cluster in r-egions of high curvature, and

Figure 1.1 illustrates these observations.
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Figure 1.1: Two eighth-degree Bézier curves with reference points generatecl by a

uniformly spaced set {ú;}, as defined in (1.7).

L"4.2 Sharpe & Thorne's Nletleod

The method described by Sharpe and Thorne in la0] is a numerical technique that

can accurately produce reference points at the prescribed offsets. However, it has a

high computational cost associated with "extracting" the corresponding parametr-ic

value fol each reference-point to be generated. Consider the following non-linear

equation used to find the ¡/+i parameter values needed to generate 
^/+i 

reference

points:

where i¿-1 is the parameter

point, the solution ú : ú¿ is

and (.¿ is the desiled length,

d,r - l.¿ - 0, i: I..N, ( 1.8)

value corresponding to the last computed reference-

the value corresponding to the next reference-point,

at which the next reference-point is to be gener-ated.

mçt1 : ['
Jt;_t

'Q'(t)
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In orcier to obtain t;,, a few Newton-Raphson iterations are appliecl:

M(r,-,\Tr:Ti-7 
*ã' 

To:li-t' j:r,2,"''k, (1 e)

where M'(r¡) is the derivative or Mþ¡). The value of l¿ is given by rr, where k is

the number of itelations required for convergence to an acceptable accul'acy.

For applications requiring real-time processing, or- those requiring only an ap-

proximation of uniform spacing of reference points, this meihod is may be impr-ac-

tical.

L"4"3 Faroulcies lylethod

Recently, Farouki developed a method that approximates arclength parameteriza-

tion of Bézier culves [18]. The algorithm starts by first transforming the given

polynomial Q(ú) into a rational function Q1t¡ ro that a set of weights ,ìJ)¿=o..nt rL

being the curve degree, is available for manipulation. The values of to; are deter--

mined in such a way that the palameter ú is the best approximation to the arclength

parameterization. The algorithm is mathematically involved and is not as accurate

as the Sharpe and Thorne method, nevertheless, it is fast enough for real-time

processing requirements and should therefore be suitable for many speed-critical

applications.

1-"5 Special Cunves

Although most curves in practical use do not have a closed-form expression available

for (1.6), there are some exceptions, two of which are the Pythagorean-hodograph

curves, and the clothoid (or Cornu spiral). They are mentioned next.
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X-.5"X- Fythagonean-krodograph Cunves

Pythagorean-hodoglaph curves were introduced into the CAD and CAGD literature

by Farouki & Shah [22]. Consider the following cur.ve:

Q(ú) : {*(t),a(t)}. (i.10)

Q(t) is said to have a Pythagorean-hodog'aph if its derivative e,(l) : {",(t),y,(t)}
is such that there exists a parametric polynomial o(r) satisfying:

o2 çt¡ : t'' (t) + y'' (t). (1.11)

These curves are convenient because their arclength may be obtained in closed form

(polynomial) at any point on the curve. They also have the advantage of having

rational offsets.

1,.5.2 Clothoids

Clothoids are another family of curves which have a closed-form expression for the

arclength, in addition to other properties described in [38][84]t3glt4gl. However,

clothoids also have limitations that make them impractical for general cur-ve design

pulposes. For example, the position of any point on the clothoid is given in terms

of integrals, whereas in CAD and CAGD applications) one usually prefers to worlc

with poiynomial curves.

3-.6 tbjectives

It is the objective of this dissertation to examine the problem of arclength calcula-

tion and arciength re-palameterization in detail, and to survey and offer alternate
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solutions for the steps in the ideal solution (steps ("), (b), and (c) fi-om Section 1.1),

that is:

ø Suruey anci propose methods for computing the arclengtlzs of pararr¿etric curues.

The methods are generally numerical in nature. Some are highlighted as r-e-

liable alclength calculating methods.

ø Deuelop n¿ethods that approrimate arclength parameterization. The relation-

ship between the arciength s and the parameter I is exploited, and an ana-

lytical interpolation method that approximates the intrinsic function ú(s) is

developed, with application of generating uniformly spaced reference points.

The primaly objective is to examine the feasibility of using a single functional

entity (rather than a piecewise function such as a spline) to approximate ú(s).

Not only is such an apploximation convenient for reference-point generation, but

it would also be valuable in analyzing nroperties of curves, e.g., the curvatur-e is

usually known as a function of f , but actually depends on s.

1-.7 Onganizatíora

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 presents an overview of arc-

lengths of some curves used in CAGÐ/CAD; it serves as a literature review and

also provides the foundation necessary for the development of methods to be sur-

veyed and proposed in later chapters. In Chapter 3, several methods fol calculating

the arclength are presented fol different curves, and metho<is for approximating arc-

length par-ametelization are intloduced. Chapter' 4 serves as the application par.t

of this thesis: reference-point generator algorithms are presented; experiments are
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carried out to iliustrate capabilities of the proposed methocls through examples and

compalisons with othel existing methods. Chapter 5 gives an insight into the cost

of running the algorithms discussed in the Chapter 4, and shows how the method

proposed in this thesis may be modified to produce accurate lesults. Finally, Chap-

ter 6 concludes the thesis with a general summary of the work accomplished, and

points out interesting related areas for future work.

This thesis focuses on planar curves because they are more convenient to visu-

aiize. The results extend easily to space cuïves as indicatedin 122]126].

X..8 Notatioru

Following is a list of symbols and abbreviations used in this thesis. The lists are

alranged in alphabetical order, and serve as a quick index for abbreviations par-tic-

ular to this thesis.

10
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IE" n dimensional Euclidean space

I Number of Simpson intervals (always even)

L The total alclength

S Number of cholcis used to appr-oximate a curve

1/ + 1 Number of reference points

n Curve degree

Q(ú) A parametric Bézier culve

m The set of real numbers

r¿ The ith reference-point

Z+ The set of positive integers

BPF Basic parametric flow Algorithm

CAD Computer-aided design

CAGD Computer-aided geometric design

CAM Computer-aided manufacturing

CC Cumulative Chordlength Algorithm

CNC Computer numerical control

F-OP Farouki's optimal parameterjzationmethod

MPM Modified proposed method

PM Floposed method

PH Pythagolean-hodograph

PHC Pythagolean-hodograph CurveAlgorithm

RP Reference-point

RPG Reference-pointgenerator

ST Sirarpe & Thorne Algolithrn

l1



ChapËer m

WnacÉåcaå üaarves

This chapter surveys some common culves used in CAGD/CAD with respect to the

ploblems discussed in Chapter 1. The dissertation is focused. on parametric curves

that are representedin Bé,zier format. These representations provide powerful tools

that have been proven to be practical in <iesign and analysis of curves and surfaces

[15][25j[2s].

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 gives a general introduction to

Béziet curves of several degrees. It is emphasized how the problems of ar-clength

calculation and arclength re-par-ameterization are more difficult as non-linearity

is intloduced. Section 2.2 discusses Pythagorean-hodoglaph (PH) cur-ves. Sec-

tion 2.3 gives a general definition of B-spline culves, with particular emphasis on

uniform B-splines because of theil simple lelationship to Bézier curves. Finally,

Section 2.4 conchtdes with a general summaïy, and discusses the problems of arc-

length calculation and locating leference points (by using/approximating arclength

palameterization) with respect to ihe curves discussed.

12
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2 "L Wéøier cT;.r'ves

Bêzier curves of any degree can be represented by special polynomials known as

the Bernstein polynomials" Bézier curves are defined as:

Q(¿) :Ðponn,.(t), 0 <¿ < 1,
i=0

where B¿,"(t) are Bernstein basis functions:

/"\
B¡,.çt¡ : I 

tL 
I ft - t)"-,t,,\il

(2.r)

n cienotes curve degree, and p; e tr82 are the Bézier points that constitute the

guiding polygon of the curve.

Geometric properties of Bézier curves foliow from the properties of Bernstein

polynomials and can be found in 115][41]. Some of the properties of interest here

ale:

ø Affine invariance: Tlansformation operations such as translation, rotation, or

uniform scaling that are applied to the culve leave the ratios of the lengths

of the control polygon legs, and the angles in the control polygon unchanged.

e Endpoint interpolation: That is: Q(0) - p6 and e(1) : p",. The design of

cut'ves becomes more intuitive and is simplified because of this property.

ø Convex-hull property. A Bézier curve always lies inside the convex-hull of its

control polygon. This facilitates the study of the cuïve's behavior, such as

knowledge of how the curve behaves away from the end points.

It is fir'st shown how the problems of arclength calculation and arclength re-

palameterization are trivially solved for- Iinear Bézier curves. These problems are

more challenging for higher ciegree Bézier curves.

13
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Linear Béziers are straight lines in e IE2

obtained:

Letting n : 7 in (2.i), the following is

p:e(¿) :po(1 _l) +p1ú" (2.3 )

The points p6 and p1 are the end points of ihe line segment defined by e(ú), an<i

p is a point on the line. Setting the parameter ú : 0 causes p to equal p6, setting

I : 1 causes p to equal pl, any other value for I € (0,1) is an internal point on the

line segment Q(t). This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The two points p6 and p1 delimit the line segment defined bv e(¿).
The point p divides Q(t) in the ratio t : I-t,.

The point p divides the straight line segment defined bV Q(¿) in the ratio ú : I-t;
such a point is referred to as a barycentric combination of the end points ps and

Pr. In this regard, I is consideled to lte a normalizati,on of the arclength. The

following derivation shows the linear relationship between I and the ar-clength. Re-

4l..r'angement of i2.3) gives:

F:Po-l(pt-po).

t4
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Solving for I gives:

, IIP - poll" 
llp' - poll'

15

The relationship between I and any point p - Q(t) can be readily seen fr.om (2.3)

and (2.4): Any vaiue for f in (2.3) defines a unique point p, and substituting p in
(2.4) gives I back.

Furthermore, by letting the arclength be ": llp - poll, and the total arclength

be f': llpt - poll in (2.4), the following fundamental relationship between I and s

may be written as follows:

(2.4)

(2"5)

(2 6)

t- ¿(") :slL, 0(s(1, ancl

s: r(¿) :Lt.

This straightfolward relationship between I and s is of great practical importance

to architects, draftsmen, ol any designers whose designs and drawings are made

up of stlaight lines: Equation (2.5) gives a I corresponding to a desired arclength

s, which in turn can be used in (2.3) to get the coordinates of the cor.responding

reference point p.

Unfortunately, as it will be shown in the next subsections for non-lin ear Bézier

curves, this straightforward relationship is lost, so other techniques to obtain the

same benefits (resulting from the relationship between ú and s) are sought.

2.1,"2 Quadratic Bézier Curves

Quadratic Bé.zier curves are parabolas represented by Belnstein poiynomials [2a].

Letting n : 2 in (2.1), the following quadratic Bézier equation is obtained:

p:e(¿) :po(1 -t)r+2p1(i -t)t¡p2t2 (2.7)
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Figure 2.2 shows a quadratic Bézier with its

lines. Quadratic Bézier curves ar.e usually used

16

control polygon sirown by the thin

in applications such as intelpolation

po

p,

Figure 2.2: Q(t) is a quadratic Bézier curve with points pi=o,r,z. p is the point

a(+) tr 0, : pr - po and L12 : pz - p1. The tangent of e(t) at p is parallel to

the line p6p2 and bisects Ls1 and [,i2. The line from p1 passing through p bisects

segment popz.

of functional data, joining circular arcs and straight lines, and other applications

mentioned in [a5]. The arclength of a quadratic Bézier cuïve can be obtained

in closed form. A derivation for obtaining the alclength s as a function of the

dimensionless parameter t is shown next.

Consider the quadratic Béziel culve shown in Figure 2.3. The arciength s(ú) is

determined by the integral:

dt, (2.8)

where

,(¿) : f' lle'{")ll 0",

Q'(r): l,' Q'(")

Q'(¿) : 2(p'-po)(t-¿) +Z(pr-pr)t,
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Figure 2.3: Q(t) is a quadratic Bézier cur:ve. Ts and T1 are unit tangent vectors

with the arrows showing the tangentiai dir.ections at p6 and p2, respectively; å and

k are magnitudes of the vectors pr - po and p2 - pr, respectively.

77

: 2hTo(1- ¿) + 2kT1.t"

Taking the dot product of (2.9) with itself gives the following:

Q'(¿) . Q'(¿) : 4h2(r -t)' +8t¿k(T0. T'r)(1 - t)t + 4k2t2,,

: 4 {Ø' - 2hk(To. T,) + k')t'+

(zhk(To. T'r) - zh2)t ¡ n2l .

Letting o: (h'-zhk(To.Tr)+ k ),b:2hk(To. Tr) - 2h2, and c:
rewritten as foliows:

rtsft):2 | t/"rz¡6r¡r¿r"\/ 
Jo

Using tables of integral. [4, p. 571, (2.i1) is evaluated to give the following:

^l\ar+b /= 4ac-b2 
-l¿s(i) :2l-+t/ç+:tog(2nr+å+Zr/aA1 l , e.r})L 4o 8a1/a o\ -' 

l o'
where Q : arz I br ¡ c. The totai arclenglh L can be determined by evaluating

(2.12) att:I.

(2.e)

(2.10)

h2, (2.8) is

(2"11)
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Equation (2.12) shows how the arclength s can be determined as a function

of Ú for a quadratic Bézier curve, just as was the case with (2.6) for linear- Bézier

curves. It can be seen how the cost and compiexity of obtaining an expression for-

the arclength of a quadratic curve is significantly more than the corresponding cost

for a linear curve.

Further-more, whereas an expression for obtaining ú as a function of s for linear

Bézier culves is simpleto derive as shown by (2.5), an explession foi- I as a function

of s is not available for quadratic Bézier curves. The symbolic processor XMaple,

fol example, was unable to express ú as a function of s in (2.I2). This problem will
be dealt with in the next chapter where a numerical method that approximates I
as a function of s is presented.

2.t.3 Cuhic Bézier Curves

Many real-world objects are inhelently both complex and smooth, and much of

computer graphics involves modeling either already existing real-world objects (such

as faces, mountains, maps) or designing objects "from scratch" (such as fuselages,

highways, ...) [25, p. aTI).

Because the classes of curves that are generated by an nth-degree polynomial

ale a superset of those genelated by a lower degree polynomial, additional flexibility

can be attained by using higher-degree culves. Figule 2.4 illustrates this flexibility
concept with some cubic Béziers. It should be noted that it will take at least two

quadratic Bézier curves in order to obtain any of the shapes in Figure 2.4.

The shape of the Bézier curve can be controlled by adjusting ihe vertices of its

controi polygon; certain positions of these vertices will exhibit curves with inflection

points, loops, or cusps such as those shown in Figure 2.4. Expressions on the

18
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(d)

Figure 2'4: '\I the curves in this figure ale one-segment cubic Bézier curves. These

curves reflect the flexibility with which objects can be modeled. Figures (a) & (d)

show different C-curves; (b) & (e) exhibit a cusp and a ioop, respectively; (c) shows

how an object like a nose may be modeled; both (.) & (f) show forms of S-curves

and thelefore each has an inflection point; and finally, (g) shows a mountain-shaped

object that has two inflection points.

number of inflections points, loops, or cusps that may result from a parametric

culve of degree n are given in [41, pp. i03-112j.

Substituting n :3 in (2.1) results in the following cubic Bézier expression:

p: e(ú) : po(1 - ¿).+ Bp1(1 _t)rt* 3pz(1 _t)t, *prtt (2.13)

Figule 2.5 shows a cubic Béziq culve with its control polygon shown as thin lines.

Generaily, for low degree Bézier culves) the ctirve mimics the control polygon rather

19
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Figure 2.5: A cubic Bézier S-curve.

closely. End points are interpolated since Q(0) : p6 and e(1) : p,. Tangent vec-

tols at end points are Q'(0) : n(pr - po) and Q,(1) : n(pn - pn_r), respectively.

A Bézier curve always lies inside the convex hull of its control polygon (see Sec-

tion 2'1). The convex hull of Q(t) in Figure 2.5 is the quadrilaterai with vertices

Por Pi, Pz' Ps.

20

An advantage of the contr.ol polygon is that it indicates

bounded by; foi- cubic Bézier-s for instance, the value of I will

following inequalityl relationship [38]:

llp' -poll < 4 < llp, -poll + llp, -p,ll + llp, - prll, (2.r4)
llnequalities (2.14) and (2.15) become equalities only when all points p6 through pz are

collinear.

a range that I is

always satisfy the
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or more generally for any Bézier curve:

llp, - poll < I . llp' -poll + llp, -p,ll + "". + llp" -p,_,11. (2.15)

In critical applications, howevet, wirere the exact (ol very ciose to the exact) ,C

is needed, usage of (2.15) is impractical since it only gives an upper and a lower

bound on L. A closed-form expression fol the arclength of general cubic Bézjer

curves is not available. Numericai methods for calculating the arclength appeal to

be the only option. Some methods are described in Chapter B.

2"2 Pytlaagorean-Hodograph Cu.rves

Recently, Falouki and Sakkalis in [22] identified a special class of Bézier polynomi-

als; closed-form expressions for their arclength as a function of the parameter are

available. These are the Pythagorean-hodograph (PH) Bézier curves. In the next

two subsections, their proper-ties and their algebraic construction are described.

2.2"X, Fropenties & Related lssues

PH curves possess the foliowing important properties (see [r7ll22]):

ø Theil arclength is explessible in closed-form as polynomial functions.

ø A method for approximating arclength parameterization exists. The method

combines both analytical and numericai algorithms and is lather lengthy.

However, precision of up to 12 decimal digits is obtainable in a few Newton-

Raphson iterations.

21
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Their offsets are representabie by rational i.ndependent curves2" In CAD ap-

plications such as irighway design and railway route location, CNC machining.

ol in the textile or shoe industry, the gener-ation of offset cuïves is desirable.

An offset curve to Q(t) that is fd units away from it, in the direction of its

unit normat N(/) is defined ¡v q(¿) : Q(¿) + dt{(t).

When rendering offset curves, loops or cusps may result [29]. It is desirable

to represent the curve independently to facilitate direct manipulation of the

resultant cuÌve, rather than having its representation be dependent on the

original curve. Further materiai on ofrset curves is found in [1a][3a].

Generally, independent representations of offset curves can not be obtained

in polynomial/rational form; they are usually irreducibie algebraic formulas

of high degree 1171.

There is a price, however, to pay for the aforementioned attractive properties.

Besides the complexity of their algebraic and geometric construction, PH curves

have fewer degrees of freedom than the general Bézier curves of the same degree.

A lemma In 122] states that:

PH curues of degree n haae (at most) n*J degrees of freed,om, i.e.,

n-I fewer than the 2(n*L) degrees of freedom associated with general

ytolynomi,al curues of the same degree.

To see this' consider the cubic Bézier cuïves shown in Figure 2.6. In o¡der fo¡

these curves to qualify as PH curves, the following two conditions must be met (see

Theorem 1 in [22]):

and 0t:02.

22

2tn 
¡3+], Meek and Walton define offset curves as

pendicuiar distance away from the curve',.

(2.16)

"the locus of points which are a fixeci per-
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cu-bics, only 6 clegrees of freedom are

o.}/,¿

available fol design purposes,

Figure 2.6: L¿: llp¿ - P¿-rll. Two FI{ curves satisfying the conditions of (2.16).

as opposed to 8 degrees of freedom available to general cubics. This malces pH

cubics inconvenient for interpolation and modeling puïposes.

Othel constraints on PH cubics stem from the fact that they are segments of a

single curve known as Tschirnhausen's cutric which dates back to 1690 [i7]. It is

defined as foilows:

T'(ú) : {, (t'- I), +tþ2 - Ð},vó
where -r is the r-axis intercept. The curve on the left in Figure 2.6 may be con-

sidered as an instance of Tschirnhausen's cubic (with end-points at infinity since

-oo ( t < -). In this regard, the curve on the right in Figure 2.6 .r,'ay be con-

sidered to be a small segment of that on the left (after applying suitable transfor.-

mations such as rotations, unifolm scalings, and boundeci parameterizations). pH

cubics cannot exhibit cusps or infiection points. These constraints and rigidities

enforced on the shape of the curve may be alleviated by using PH quintic cu¡ves,

but the complexity and the cost of using them is more involvecl.

(2.r7)
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Further references to PH curves can be found in [19][21]t37] and the r.efer-ences

therein.

2.2"2 Algehraic Constnuction

Recall from Subsection 1.5.1 that a curve e(ú) : {"(¿),y(l)} has a pH if the

expression ,''(t) + y''(t) is the square of a polynomiai o(t) lr7l. This tr-iple

{r' (t),, y'(t\, o(t)}

(2.18)

(2.1s)

(2.20)

J.

satisfies:

*'(t) : u'(t)-u'(t),

v'(t) : Zu(t)u(t),

"(t) : u2(t)+u2(t),

for a FH cubic, where

u(t) : ro(1 - r) + u1i I
u(t) : ,o(1 - t) * u''t I ' 

'tt'i¡'Ùitç m'i: 0' 1'

The control points of a cubic PH ar-e constructed as follow

Pr : Po + å("3 - uf;,Zusus),,

P, : p, * ](u621 - lrout,uont * uflo),

P::Pz+å("? -u!,2up1),
where ps is arbitrary.

Similarly, a quintic PH may be constructed by defining

following two quadratic polynomials:

u(t): ro(1 - t)2 +2u1(1 - ¿)¿ i u2t2 )

u(t) :ro(1 - t)2 + zu1(r - t)t ¡ u2t2 Ì' 
1t;'u; €

f) and u(i) to be the

i :0,,7,2, (2.2I)]R,

u(
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with control points defined as:

Pr : Po + å("3 - u!,2usus),

Pz : Pr * |(ueu1 - uol)t,,uout * uflo),

Ps : Pz + h@? - ul,2utut) + fi("ou 2 - 1ro1)2,uo1)z -f uzuo), (2.22)

P¿ : Ps + l@1u, - lrf)2tutuz I uzyt),

Ps:P¿+!@3-ul,2u2u2),

where ps is arbitraly. The following constraints on the values of {u6, u1,u2} and

{uo,rr,u2} must hold [20]:

1. Neither {uo,ur,z2} nor {ro,r.,.,u2} rnay be set to {0,0,0}.

2. Either {uo,ur,u2} or {ro,ur,u2} may be set to {k,k,k},,but not both, where

kelRandkl0.

3. The inequality (rruo - uouz)z f 4(usu1 - u.,s)(u1u2 - u2u1) must hold.

2"& ts-spline cr.åÍ'ves

B-splines are widely used for approximating curves and surfaces. They are ver*y

practical for design putposes as well as for modeling and interpolation purposes

[2][28].

A B-splines basis of order d (degree d.-I), with r¿*1 control vertices y¿=o,1,...,^,

is defined by a recursive expression that was independently reached by de Boor [13],

and Cox [10]. Given a partition [.. .,t-7,to,tt,tr,...] on the infinite real-line, the

basis may be written as follows.
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( r ifú,( i1t,,
B¿,tU) : { 

--¿r
ur¡\/ 

[0, otherwìse

B¡,¿(t): +rB;,a-iu)+!*B;+t,¿-tlt), (2"2J)L;+d_t - L¿ t¿+¿ - t¿+t

where 2 < d I m-11' A B-spline cur-ve is defined by the following expression:

nl7
Q(¿) :Iv¿-18¿,¿(t), t¿-t1t1t*¡1. (2.24)

i:1

some prope'ties and advantages of B-splines are mentioned next.

e The sum of the B-spline blending functions on the interval lt¿,t;+rl is unity
(assuming that all basis functions ar-e > 0). That is:

i+r

Ð B¡,a(t):1, d-7<i1m. (2.25)
j-i_d+2

implying that the convex huil property holds fol B-splines.

ø Compact support, i.e., B¿,¿:0 for.¿ qt;, t) t¡a¿.

e Each segment of a B-spline curve is influenced by d vertices.

ø Any single vertex influences the shape of at most d cur-ve segments.

ø Automatic Cd-2 continuity over the internai m-d,f 1 knots, resulting in

smooth curve and surface designs.

ø Complex culve shapes may be attained by using a large number of control

points, rather than using a high degree curve. This is a major advantage over

B'ézier curves.

26
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The relationship between a B-spline curve anci its control polygon is not as intuitive

as it is for Bézier curves; the end points of the control polygon are not interpolatecl

and some geometry is needed for manual construction of the curve, as shown in

Figure 2'7. Mechanisms for-understanding the reiationship between a B-spiine cu¡ve

and its control polygon are found in 135]" In addition, B-spline basis functions are

more complex than the Bernstein's. Depending on the knot vector format, sever-al

types of B-splines may result [2][3][25]. Only uniform B-splines are considered in

this thesis.

Figule 2.7: Both curves in this figule are cubic B-spline curves. The one on the

left shows a one-segment curve with its control polygon r-epresented by the thin
lines. To determine the stalting point of such a curve, a line is drawn fi.om vs

to v2, v6v2 is then intersected by v1c at c : å("0 + v2), the starting point is
s : V1 + å(o - tt). The end point is obtained in a similar manner. The curve on

the right shows multiple segments joined together with C2 continuity preserved at

the joints.

Uniform B-splines ate so named because of the lçnot vector used to generate

27
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them; it has the following format:

{to, tr) ) tmta-t, t^+d.}, t¿ 1t¿¡1, t;+t-t; : t¿-t¿-t. (2.26)

Any segment in Figure 2.7 for example may be generated by the foliowing knot

vector:

{0, 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7}, d:4, mrr:4. (2.27)

yields the following matrixSubstituting Q.26) into (2.23) and (2.21 for n : 3

expression for a uniform cubic B-spline.

28

a(¿) :åt¿' * ¿ 1l

-1 3-3 1

3-6 3 0

-3030
1410

Vg

V1

Y2

V3

(2.28)

In addition to the previous mentioned properties, one of the main advantages in

using unifor-m B-splines is that the Bézier contlol points defining the same curve

segment ale easily locatable. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8. To convert the

representation of the middle B-spline segment defined by v¿=r,r,",a in Figure 2.g

into a Bé,zier format, for example, 'uhe Bézier control points p¿:o,r,z,s defined in

(2.13) are set to the foliowing:

Po:å(r.t*4vz*vs),
Pr :!(2vz*v¡),
pz:å(.rr*2v3),
Fe :å(..r*4v3*v+).

(2.2s)

The acivantages of this dual-representation is that while a curve can be fleribty
designed using B-spline basis functions, tasks such as finding the arclength 117]121]
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-X

Figure 2.8: In this figure, the thin lines connect the control points of the cubic

B-spline represented by ihe x's. The iarger dots on the curve are the places where

cubic B-spline segments join with C2 continuity, they also denote the star-t and end

vertices of the corresponding cubic Béziet:. The smaller dots on the polygon denote

the inner contlol points of that Bézier segment.

122]123], repeated subdivision 115][25], curvature analysis [42], and othel tasks that

have been investigated for cubic Bézier curves can be applied to cubic B-spiines.

2 "4 S¡.lrarrr¡.ar"y

Bézier curves of several degrees wele introduced. It was shown how the pr-oblem

of calculating the arclength incleases in complexity as the order of the polynomial

increases.

PH curves were introduced. It was shown how they avoid some of the key

problems (see Chapter 1) inherent in othel parametric culves, but that they have

their own shortcomings that affects the freedom of design.

IJniform B-spÌines were included because the results of this thesis are applicabie

29
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to designs empioying them. It was shown how any segment defined as a uniform B-

spline curve may be lepresented in Bézier format; so the results of this dissertation

are directly applicable to uniform B-spline cuÌves.

As for the problem of arclength parameterization, it is shown how the introcluc-

tion of non-linearity in polynomials of degree ) 2 makes it difficult or impossible

to solve for the palameter ú as a function of the arclength s.

In the next chapter, several methods for calculating the arclength are pr.esented.

Ïn addition, some existing methocis for generating reference points along parametric

curves will be listed, and a ne\M approach with results and performance compar-able

to existing methods is proposed.

30
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In Chapter 2, an ovetview of the problem of evaluating arclengths of different curves

was presented. Only a few cuïves possess the property that their arclength can be

explessed in closed form. It is therefore inherently difficult to search for arclength-

parameterizal:le expressions for parametric curves in general.

The problem of solving for the arclength of a curve as a function of the curve

parameter', ol solving for the parameter as a function of the arclength of a curve

was also shown to be trivial for simple culves (as discussed in Subsection 2.I.I),
but that finding such solutions becomes difficult as the cuÌve's degree increases.

In this Chapter, several methods for computing the alclength of genelai para-

metric curves are presented, and methods that are designed to extract an arclength

parameter-ization for certain parametric curves are discussed. The chapter con-

cludes with a ploposed method that approximates the arclength parameterization

for any parametric curve.

Chaptel organization is as follows: Section 3.1 presents several methods for-

computing the arclength of various culves" Arclength calculation is needed because

31
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many refer-ence-point genelating aigorithms depend on the arclength a Ttriori as

input, for normalization purposes and other purposes discussed in Chapter 4. In
Section 3.2' the problem of solving fol the parameter I in telms of the arclength s is

illustrated fo'-- some special culves. It is assumed from Section 3.2 onwar-ds, that a

palametric curve Q(l), with total arclength L is given. In Section 3.3, a method to

approximate arciength parameterization is presented. The method approximates

the function ú(s) for any regular, parametric curve of any degree. This enables

the systematic genelation of reference points along the path of a curve. Section 8.4

concludes this chapter with an illustration of how a simple reference-point-generator

algorithm is used to generate a set of refelence points along the path of a linear

curve. This problem is more deeply investigated in Chapter 4 for higher-<iegree

cuÌves.

S.3-,&nclength Calculation

To calculate the arclength s(t) of a parametric expression Q(ú), one first attempts

to obtain a closed-form explession for

s(t) (3 1)

because (3.1) provides optimal precision with minimum computation. However, this

type of integral is not usually expressible as an algebraic function [17][40][48]t4T].

It is therefore necessary to r-esor-t to numerical techniques to compensate for the

lack of a closed-form expressions. It is the intent of this section to list closed-form

expressions for curves which possess them, and present sevelal numer-icai methods

to obtain the alclength of any curve presented in a parametric form.

: 
l:, dr,Q'(t)
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In the following four subsections 3.7.1-3.1.4, curves that have closeci-forrn ex-

pression for the arclength are discussed. The last two subsections 3.1.5-3.1.6 present

numerical techniques that may be employecl when a closed-form soiution cioes not

exist.

3.1-.1- l,inear Cunves

Linear- curves are the simplest case to consider'. They ale used extensively by

architects or draftsmen whose models consist mainly of straight, intersecting lines

(e.g., for designing buildings, sharp-edge devices, etc.).

Given two points in a piane, Fo: {16,go} and pr : {r1,yr}, the arclength can

be obtained by measuring the length of the line that passes through them. Letting

n : I in (2.1) gives:

ùó

Q(¿) :Po(1 _t) *prt.

The arclength of (3.2) may be determined by the following expression:

¡t
s(¿) : /o llQ'(")ll d",

:1,,60,

(3 2)

(3.3)

The squale root term of (3.3) is simply a number [ : llpt

s(t) : [' t. a, : [! r]to: ( t.
Jo

The total arclength L may be evaluated by setting t : I

L:s(I):{.

- Poll, so

(3.4)

in the above expression:

(3 5)
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3.-J.""2 Quadratic C¡lnves

Quadratic curves are represented by second-deglee polynomials. Letting n : 2 in
(2.1) resuits in the foliowing expression (2.7):

Q(¿) : po(l - t)2 +2p1(1 - ¿)ú *prtr. (3 6)

The alclength of any quadratic curve may be obtained by the following expression

(2.12):

34

,.\ ^l2ar+b 4ac-b2- 
-ftslll : 2 I -VO+ 

-los(2ar+ó+ZJaA)1,

\/ I ao SoJo '¡vr-"*='lo

br I c, and c, å, and c are as derived in Section

is obtained by evaluating (3.7) at t : L

(3 7)

2.I.2. Again, thewhere Q : arz

total arclength

+

L

3.1-.3 FF{ Curves

PH curves wetepresenteci in Section 2.2. It was mentionedthat they are a subclass

of general Bézier curves and they have fewer degrees of fr.eedom. PH cubics, for ex-

ampie, must satisfy the constraints outlineci by (2.16), and PH quintics must satisfy

the constraints outlined in Section 2.2.2, in addition to a geometrical constraint on

the polygon legs lengths as mentioned in [22]:

l,2f L4 : tr¿:llpn-p;-rll, 'i:7,2,...,5. (3 8)

degree n is obtained by the following closed-The arclengih of a PH

form Bernstein basis func

s(ú) :Ë,0 l" IÀ=o \É/

curve of odd

tions,

LrlL',

(7 - t)"-ktk, (3.e)
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where

9X
tJ(J

^ _ôò0 : Ur ,5À. -

anð. o¡ is defined by

1 g-:{

: )-o¡, for Ä;: 1..n,
tL ;=(l

(3.10)

(u;u¡-; + u;uj-¿), (8.11)

u¿,u¿ € l?, with constraints described in

(;)(,-,)

(",')

: T(" - 1), and

minl-,¡¡
O:: \--J /J

t=max(0,j-m)

L: Lt - L2cos? + Ls, t :0t: 02.

See [21] for more details on (3.14).

forj:0,1,...,fr-¡,
Section 2.2.2.

Cubic FH Curves

The arclength of a cubic PH cur-ve is obtained by setting n

resulting õi:o,t,z from (3.11) are as follows:

oo: u3 + u3)

C1 :?,Ls?-t,1 *uoUt,

: 3 in (3.9). The

(3.12)

02: u? + u?..

The iotal arciength I is obtained when (J.9) is evaluated at, t:1, which is:

L:s(7)-oo*ot*oz.3 (3.13)

In addition to (3.13), the following expression given in terms of the geometry of the

polygon legs also determines the total arclength of a cubic PH culve (see Figur.e 2.6):

(3.14)
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Quintic FF{ Curves

For a quintic PH curve (r:5), (3.1i) gives ø;=6,1,...,+ in the foilowing manner-:

oo:u2a+D3.,

o1 :?-Lg114 luout,

o2 : t(u! +,?) i !(usu2 t u6u2),

oJ:'114'u,z I utuz,

t4: u3 + u3.

The total arclength given when ú: 1 in (3.9) is:

î /1\ oolot*oz*ozl04,
-:i\.r:T,

(3. 15 )

(3.16)

Generally, for a PH culve of degree n, the total arclength is given by the following

expression:

n oo-Fol+...lon_t
n

3.tr.4 The F{elix

(3.17)

The helix is a parametric curve in IE3 with a closed-form expression for the a¡c-

length. It is defined parametrically by

Q(¿) : {ø cos ú, ø sin t,bt}, a,b € IR,

with arclength

s(l) : Ja'z + b'? t"

For theory and applications on helices, see [5]fg][aZ].

(3.18)

(3.1e)
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3.L.5 Cunaulative Chond-l,ength,&pproxirnation

Cumulative chord-length approximation, or piecewise linear approximation, is the

process of determining the length of a curve by summing the approximating poly-

gonal segments to that curve. The erlor that results from this method can be macle

arbitrarily small by using smalier polygonai arcs to approximate the given curve

125, p. 4721[31].

In order to calculate the arclength of Q(¿), let v¿ : Q(ú¿), i : 0,1,...,S, the

number of polygonai segments used to approximate the curve, so that the points

v0, v1, "' , v$ lormP, the piecewise approximating polygon to e(t). The arclength

of Q(t) can be approximated by summing all the segments llrn - t,-rll orp ror

i: I,2,"',S. That is, the arclength s(ú) at t: tn: ,b/S is approximated by

k

s(t) rÐll"n-v¿-rll, where Èe [1,S].
i:7

The total arclength ,C is obtained from (3.20) when Æ : S.

(3.20)

3"1-.6 Calculatíng ,&rclengths with Simpson,s Rule

Simpson's rule is a much more accurate method than the chordlength method

described in the previous subsection for finding the arclength. It is chosen for the

work accomplished in this thesis for the following reasons:

It is a very popular and fleq.uently useci rule in approximating integrals be-

cause of its high accuÌacy and r.elative simplicity [1][12][86].

Error analysis may be iniiiated by using Simpson's error term on the integral

expression (3 1). The significance of this is that it allows "fine tuning" to select

the number of intervals that reduces the error-to an acceptable tolerance [12].

ót
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Ðetailed description of Simpson's method may be found in many calculus or

numerical-methods -books 
[32]" A brief ciefinition is given here.

Let I (even, preferably a power of two) be the number of Simpson intervals

used fol Simpson's rule, implying that Q(t) is approximated by tr f 2 segments. The

function s(l) may then be approximated as follows:

38

L-Lo
s(l) = - :j loo + 4o-,. + 2o, + 4o.2... * 2a1_r l 4a7_1+ dr] ,\/ 3I

where (!i=o,7,...,r: llQ'(l¿)ll, and t,is € [0,1], with t ] to.

(3.21)

&.2 T'hre Fararneten t a.s a F'unctioru of the ,&rc-

length

In Section 1.3, the problem of solving for the parameter Í as a function of the

arclength s was introduced. It was emphasized that the non-linearity inherent in

(1.6) made it, in most cases, impossible to extract ú on one side, and the rest of (1.6)

on the othel side. Such an expression would result in an arclength par.ameterization.

In this section, the process of solving for ú is briefly reviewed fo.,- cur-ves that pos-

sess closed-f"orm expressions for t(s). In the next section? a proposed approximation

method for the function f(s) is introduced.

3"2"3, l,inear Cunves

In Section 3.1.1, it was shown that for lineal curves, s(l) was a linear expression.

This linearity makes it straightforward to find the invelse function f(s), which is
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sought here. The resulting expression is:

t(s) : s¡¿, 01s1t.. (3.22)

See also Section 2.1.7 for further details of this derivation. Notice how simple a

process it is to genelate leference points that are uniformly spaced along Q(l).
Section 3.4 discusses reference-point generation in more detail for linear curves.

3.2.2 FF{ Curves

PH curves have a closed-form expression for s(ú), which have already been intro-
duced in Section 3.1.3 with (3.9). Unlike expression (3.22) however, f(s) here must

be approximated.

Like Sharpe & Thorne's method in [a0] (or Section L4.2 in this thesis), Farouki

considers each t¿: ú(s¿) to be a real root such that s(l¿) - si : 0. It is therefore

necessary to develop a method that will obtain and r.efine each l¿. A detailed

description of the mathematical derivation of this method is found in [12]. The

following are the main points.

Recall flom Secti on 2.2.2 that the magnitude of the derivative of a PH curve of

odd deglee n is given by

o(t): llQ'(¿)ll : :> o(t) : u2(t) + ,',(t). ( 3.23)

Since z(f) and u(r) of degree 'm: (n - 1)12 are functions that may be written in
Bernstein form (see (2.19) anci (2.21)), so can o(ú):
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n-I
k ) 

,t - t)n-I-ktk,
n-'r. /
Ð"rl
È=O \

,',(t) + y'r(t)

o(t) : (3.24)
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where o¡ is given bv (3.11). The parametric value t¿lhat generates a point e(¿¿)

along the curve, with given distance s¿ from a known point Q(¿o), where t, { t¿,

may now first be apploximated by

- -+ 
, sd

ro : tp J- ^ ,, "(¿o) 
< s¿ I s(tp) I L, (3.25)' oltp)

where s(l) here is defined by (3.9) and then refined by a few Newton-Raphson

iterations as foilows:

s(r¡-i) - sa ;-1' L
,J 

- 
L)L1...)tú. (3.26)

number of iterations r-equired to

Tj : rj_t - o(r¡-i) '

The value assigned to ú¿ is r¡, where k is the

converge to an acceptable accuracy.

3.S T'he Froposed ,&pproximatiora Vlethod

An abstract statement of the problem to be solved may be put as follows:

Given a point Q(¿o) and a distance s¿, find the parameter t¿ such that

Q(¿¿) is a distance sd aiong the curve Q(ú) from e(¿o).

It is the intent of this section, to develop the theory behind a method, based

on Hermite intelpolation, that aims to solve the above problem by approximating

the function l(s) for any palametric culve. It is left to Chapter 4 to present the

practical r'esults of this ploposed approximation method.

In the following subsection, the steps taken to approximate the function f(s)

by a cubic polynomial are presented. The succeeding subsection examines the

apploximation of l(s) using higher-degree polynomials. Again, it is assumed that

fol a given cuÌve Q(¿), the total arclength Lhas ah'eady been calculated.
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3.3.X- Using a Cuhíc Tntenpolation-Functioxl

In all the expressions s(ú) and ú(s) seen previously, s is always a monotone increasing

function of the parameter l, and I is always a monotone increasing function of the

alclength s. To addless the problem put forward in the opening of this section,

however, knowledge of the rate of their variabitity with respect to each other is also

needed; the ploposed approximation method attempts to capture this relationship,

and provides a meaningful accurate correspondence between the flow of ú and s.

The idea is to first derive the function ú(s) from s(t) fbr a general parametr-ic

curve Q(l), and then approximate it by another polynomial function, using inter-

polation techniques such as Hermite interpolation [1i][15][25]. Attention is first

focused on a cubic interpolator function /(s). Namety,

/(r) :0s3+b"'+cs+d. (3.27)

A higher-degree inte'polator function å(s) is considered afterwards.

The inverse function of s(ú) : f; llQ'(")ll dr may be der-ived as follows. First,

s(ú) is differentiated to result in

47

s'1ú¡ : *: llq'(r)ll- \-/ 
d¿

From (3.28), f'(s) may be written as follows:

,t/ \ dl 1
ü tÐ, 

-- \- / ds llQ'(¿)ll

Upon integration of (3.29), the following results:

r/ \ f" 1
f(s) : /. ¡q,(i)il 

o''

(3.28)

( 3.2e)

(3.30)
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The complexity of l(s) is evident from the above expression, and an attempt to

simplify it may plove impracticai in most cases. However, the value of l(s) at two

crucial parametlic values is already known, namely, at s : 0 and s : L. Furthe¡,

for a cu-bic interpolatot, two more pieces of data are needed to extract values for-

the four coefficients of /(s) in (3.27): a,b,c and d. Equation (3.29) may be used to

obtain some of this clata, the lest is inferred. The ciata from ú(s) and ú'(s) are usecl

as follows.

Since s : 0 + t: 0, it follows that

ú(0) : s, (3.31)

and
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l'10) : :-1--- \"'/ 
llQ'(0)ll'

Since s: L + t: 1, it follows that

t(L) : 1,

and

t'(L\ : ,, t,
- \-/ 

IlQ',(1)ll'

(3.32)

\ J. ó,1/

(3.34)

(3.35)

following manneÌ:

Differentiation of (3.27) gives

-f'(t) : 3as2 ¡Zbs * c"

The four coefficients of /(s) may thus be determined in the
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7. d is obtained as follows:

/(0) : ¿(0) + ri: A. (3.36 )

2. c is obtained as follows:

/'(o) : ¿'(o) =:+ , -- -_ 
I.-^

lralolt (3 37)

Now (3.33) and (3.34), in conjunction with (3.27) and (3.35) yield the following

two equations in two unknowns, namely;

aL3+bL2:I-cf.,

and

JaL2 +2bL = 
1

= rp11¡ - ''
from which ¿ and ó may be solved (note that c is known from (B.BZ)). Hence

3. ¿ is obtained as follows:

f,(L):t,(L) + .: #(.- #ril) - * (3 38)

4. And å is obtained as follows:

f(L):t(L) :+ b:b-i-,r,. (33e)

Now that the four coefiÊcients have been determined, an appÌoximate solution

to the problem statement put in the opening of this section may be pr.oposed as

follows:

To determine the point on Q(t) which is a distance sd away from e(lo),
evaluate Q(t) at t¿: f(s, *s¿),0 ( ro*s¿ ( L,where so is the

arclength from Q(0) to Q(úo).
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3"3"2 Using F{igkrer Ðegree Tntenpolation-Fur¡.ctå.or¡.s

For design and modeling purposes, cubic poiynomials are widely used in practice

for their lelatively low degree and high accuracy 115][17][41]; their" flexibility wiit

be evident from the exampies shown in Chapter 4. However, at the expense of a

few more coefficients to be determined in a higher-degree interpolation function, a

quintic polynomial is put to the test.

Following the same methoci used for determining the requiled coefficients for

/(s) in (3.27), we start by defining a quintic polynomial å(s) to approximate t(s)

AS

å(s) : ass +btn +cs3 + d.t' + es * g. (3.40)

are chosenSix equations are required to determine the coefficient in (3.40). They

to correspond to h(0), h(L), h'(0), h'(L), h" (0), and h,,(L), where

h'(s) : Sasa + 4bs3 + 3cs2 + 2ds I e,

and

(3.41)

h"(s) :2oas3 * r2bs2 I 6cs + 2d. (3.42)

As for the cubic case, l(s) and i'us derivatives are used to provide the necessar-y

data to determine the coefficients in the above equations. That is: t(0), t(f), tt (0),

t'(L),t"(0),aîd ttt(L), wher-e t(s) and ú'(s) are descr.ibed by (3.80) and (3.29),

respectively, and ú"(s) is obtained by differentiating (8.29) to give

44

t"(s):*r',r, :*{Wo} * (3.43)
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Hence

t,,( s\ :- {Q'(l)' Q"(ú)}
ta(¿) a(¿0,' (3'44)

Evaiuating tt'(s) at s:0 and s: I gives:

t,,(o\: _ {a'(0) '4"(q)} 
.\/ ta(o) 'a(oDr' (3'45)

and

ttt/ ¡¡\ {Q'(1) ' Q"(1)}L \L'): -{e,(Ð.e,(lDl

respectively. Based on the following equalities:

å(0) : ¿1s;, h(L): tç¿¡,

å'(0) : t'13¡, h'(L) : t'(L),

h"(0) : ¿"(0), h"(L) : t"(L),

a system of equations is formulated in the following manner:

(3.46)

(3.47)
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0 0 0 0 01
L5 L4 L3 L2 L 1

0 0 0 010
5L4 4L3 3L2 2t. 1 0

0 0 t 2 00
20Ls 72L2 6L 2 0 0

al I 0

bl I r

c I I ú',(0)
(3.48)

d I I t',(L)

e I I ¿'(0)

s I I t"(L)

Using simple linear algebra techniques, the six coefficients are solved for to give:

g:0,
e: ¿'(0),

d : t" (0) 12,

c : {Lzt"(L) - 6dL2 - t2eL +20 - ïLt'(L)} I 2L',

b - {3dL2 - Lzt"(L) rBeL - 1b + TL|,(L)} I L4,

a, : li-bL4-cL3-dLz-eLj lL5.

(3.4e)
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Another way of solving this type of llermite interpolation problem is by using the

two point Taylor interpolation in [11, p. 37]" See Appendix A for details on this.

Note that the coefficients of these interpolating polynomials are only computed

once for the curve to be approximated.

It is left to Chapter 4 to state observations about using the quintic, or higher-

deglee interpolating polynomials, rather than using /(s), the cubic interpolating

polynomial defined in Section 3.3.1.

&"4 Ref,erea'¡.ce-Foint Calculation

In generating reference points along the path of a curve Q(ú), technical applica-

tions may lequile the spacing between adjacent refelence points on the curve to be

constant (uniform), Iinear, or even as a function of the culvature of the curve [23].

To compale the various algorithms for generating reference points, as discussed in

Chapter 4, uniform spacing between adjacent reference points will be used in this

thesis.

In this section, reference-point generation is considered by generating a uni-

formly spaced set of refe'-ence points along a linear culve. Chapter 4 contains a

detailed discussion and application of several reference-point-generatol algorithms

as applied to genelal polynomial curves.

Consider the linear curve Q(t) shown in Figure 3.1. To generate a set of l/+ i
refet-ence points r¿,¿ :0,1,. . . ,1ú, uniformly spaced as shown in Figur-e 3.1, it is

necessary to determine the value of each ú¿, such that evaluating Q(l) at t : t¡,

results in the colrect location of the corresponding reference point r¿.

Because the relationship between I and s in the above figure is linear (which
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t¡v=7

Q(r)

. . ' q.e.t

Figure 3.1: A linear Bézier curve Q(ú) shown in the top of the figure. The lower

<iotted line represents a set of points r¿ (translated down for visibility).

is true whenever the curvature is constant), each t¿ is calculated in the following

simple manner:

t¿: i\s, (3.50)

where As : fr, and i : 0,i,...,ff.

In the next chapter', we plesent methods to generate r-eference points fo¡ non-

linear cur-ves. That is, to determine each t¿ that generates the corresponding r¿ on

the path of Q(t).

+I

n

fo=o

ù 
t,q
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In this chapter', the various approximators of the function f(s) are listed, com-

pared and contrasted by formulating them into algorithms designed specifically to

generate uniformly spaced reference points along curves.

These algor-ithms ale called reference-point genelators (RPGs), it is shown how

the different RPGs discussed in this thesis generate points along these curves; the

intention is to show how close the reference points generated by each RPG are to

corresponding reference points generate<i ty an actual arclength parameterization.

Uniform spacing between adjacent reference points (RPs) is assumed throughout

this chapter.

Chapter organization is as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the sample test curves.

Section 4.2 lists and discusses the valious RPG methocis presented in this thesis in

an algorithmic fashion. In Section 4.3, the result of applying the algorithms from

Section 4.2 on the sample cuÌves from Section 4.1 is graphically illustrated. Note
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tlrat in sections 4.2 and 4.3, the cubic interpolator version of the proposed method

(Section 3.3.1) is used. Section 4.4 ciiscusses the result of applying some of the

algorithms to curves of high degree, such as ninth-degree curves" The chapter is

concluded in Section 4.5 with a general discussion on the leiiability of the proposed

method presented in Section 4.2.2.

4"3, Samaple T'esú Cu.nves

In each of the following figures, a numbel of curves is shown. Most curves shown are

typical of curves used for general design purposes, others are inciuded for purposes

of illustration.

The dot shown on each curve indicates the starting control point. The control

points for these curves are listed in Appendix B in normalizedformat (i.e., the total

arclength of each curve is unity); note ihat this does not change the shapes of the

curves shown since uniform scaling is an affine tr-ansformation. Affine transfor-ma-

tions leave angles and line ratios unchanged [i5] [25].

Figure 4.1: Quadratic curves. The one on the right was reproduced from [18].
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Figure 4.2: Cubic curves. The upper-right curve is a PH curve; the lower-right

curve exhibits a cusp.

50

Figur-e 4.3: Qualtic culves. The upper-left curve rvas reproduced from [18].
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i-

Figure 4.4: Quintic curves. The upper-right curve is a PH culves.

4"2 Tlae Referenae-Point-Ger¡erator Algonithrns

This section lists the various RPG algorithms discussed in this thesis. The following

definitions and identifiers appiy to all algorithms, unless stated differently.

N + t : the number of reference points (RPs) to be generated

Q(¿)t a parametric Bézi,er curne (see Eq. (2.1)), ¿ € [0,1]

n: curae degree

L: the total arclength of the giuen curue

LL: LIN

p¿: Bézier control poi,nt, i : 0,,7,2,. . . ,n

r¿: the set of resulting RPs, i : 0,1,.. . ,N, where rs o,nd, r¡ç o,re the
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points ps and, pn, respecti,uely

t¿: the pararneier ualues corresponding to the reference points, r¿ : Q(f¿)

It is assumed that L has been calculated to a satisfactory precision for algor-ithms

that need it. Note that the parameterization of Q(t) is such that 16 : 0 and l¡¿ : 1

generate the RPs that lie on po and p,,, respectively; so these two points are not r-e-

genelated. For convenience, the following abbreviations are used for the aigorithms

discussed herein.

BPF: basic parametric flow;

PM: proposed method (cubic interpoiating function);

P[M-5: proposed method (quiniic interpolating function);

F-OP: Farouki's optimal parameterization;

ST: Sharpe & Thorne's algorithm;

CC: cumulative chordlength apploximation;

MPM: modified proposed method (spline interpolating function); and

PHC: Pythagorean-hodograph curve algor.ithm.

The last algolithm in the above list is specific for PH curves. PH culves ar.e

inciuded here for comparison, as an alternative to curves for which the arclength is

not known in closed form.

It is left to Chapter 5 to examine the cost of running the following algorithms.

4"2"'Å, Easic Fararnetnic Flow ,&lgonithrn

The BPF algorithm is the simplest of all the algorithms. Uniform increments of A¿

of the parameter I are used to generate RPs along Q(t). The algorithm is written

as follows.
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RPG: BPFQ

Lt +- 7f lV, to <- 0

for i <- 1 to 1/-1
t¿ <- t¿-11 Lt
r¿ <- Q(f;)

END

Fl-emarks on BPF

The BPF algorithm is the fastest method for RPs generation. However, because the

distribution of RPs is highly affected 
-by 

the shape of the curve) the BPF algorithm

is not always useful in practice. It has been observed that uniform spacing of RPs

is lost in variable culvature curves. RPs tend to have a high concentration in high

curvatule regions and a low concentration in low curvature regions, in spite of the

uniform increments of Al (see also Figure 1.1).

4"2.2 Fnoposed Method ,&lgorithm

The PM algorithm is an implementation of the method proposed in this thesis

(see Section 3.3.1). The idea is to generate a set {/, I i:7,2,...,¡y'-1} bV

the apploximating interpolating function, such that evaluation of {A(/,)} renders

reference points that are approximately uniformly spaceci.

The PM algolithm starts by caicuiating the coefficients a,b, and c (derived in

Section 3.3.1) of the cubic interpolating function. The function /(s) in (3.27) is

evaluated at {iLL} to yield {/.}.

rtJJ
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RPG: PM()

comltute L, scale llQ'(0)ll and llQ'(i)ll
c +- 1/llQ'(0)ll

0, <- c+llllQ'(l)ll - 2

b+-i-c-a

LL +- If N, !.s ç- 0

{this scales Q(¿)}

lor i +* 1 to 1/-1
!.*î.".,;-LL!2 ' !¿-I I

f¿ <- ((a!'; + b){'¿

r, *- Q(/,)
END

* c){.¿ {Eq. (3.27) using Horner's methoti}

where scaling llQ'(0)ll and llQ'(1)ll implies dividing them lty L, this scales the whole

curve such that L: I.

Fùemarks on PM

For curves whose curvature is strongly variable, PM clusters RPs towar-ds high

curvatule legions. However, it is a considerable improvement over BPF since for

most practical curves, its spacing of RPs is close to being uniform.

Furthermole) as shown later in the figures in Section 4.3, the closeness of PM's

RPs spacing to that produced by arclength parameterization is comparable to that

produced by F-OP (discusseci next). In some cases, especially when curves exhibit

some symmetry, or-when the lengths of polygon legs ar..e not too disparate, PM's

spacings were much closer to being uniform than those of the F-OP algorithm.

In practice, it is found that PM plovides reliable results when /(s) is a monotone,

increasing function, because it is approximating a monotone, increasing function
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¿(r)" If, howevet, "f(r) is not monotone, then it cannot pr.ovide a good appïox-

imation of ú(s), and should therefore not be used. This is discussed further in

Section 4.5.

4.2"3 Faroulci's Optin'ral Fararnetenization .Algorithnl

Farouki's optimal parameterization (F-OP) is mathematically a rather intricate

pr-ocess [18]. The given polynomiai cur-ve Q(t) is first tlansformed into an equivaient

rationai form by transforming the parameter ú in (2.1) (by appiying a Möbius

transformation) as follows:

t- (L - a)u 0<a<1, 0(z(1" (4.1)
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Substituting

(2.r):

Q(") :

-z) +(1

(a.1) into

o(1 \9- a)u

(2.1) results in the following rational form, eq.uivalent to

\u¿p¿B¿,^(u)
i=0

where B¿,"(u) is defined by

so that u approximates an

"best" value for a in (42).

w¿:(7_ c')'on-',

(2.2). The objective is to find the set

arclength parameter. The problem is

(4 2)

lw¿8i,,(u)
i=0

of weights {u.'¿}

thus to find the

RPG: F-OPQ

cornpute L, normalize pi*o,t,...,n

fori*-0ton-1
Ap, .- P¿+r - p¿

'fori<-0ton
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END

min(n,i)

b;<- f
j-max(o,i-n+r)

(o,'apn-r)

( '"-' 
)

fori<-4to2n*3
r*-2n+3-t

c6 nÐ?iõ'-"(-l)À ('" -t - " 
) 

ru*,
\Ë

.1r s2n-1-r¡ r\¡rr- {'"-f -t\.r_,, - Li'j-.o'-' (_1)"** 
T, _ )rr/ zr_ t\

qo -- D?:_[' + I 
LIL - L 

\ gr,*"-,
\ i-4 I

,zn+z +- -Ð?g'+,-{'"- 
t 
I ü:ïi-:

\'-4 )
o--(r +tlZ;U-t
'nor i <- 0 to n

P¿ <- P¿L

A,u <- 7f N, uo <-- 0

for i <- 1 to N-1
u¿ <- u¿-1* Au

,¿ *- Q(un) {zsz ns Eq. (4.9)}
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R.emarks on F-OP

As indicated in [18], F-OP produces its best results when it is applied to a Bézier

curve whose control polygon legs are of disparate lengths; the more disparate the

Iengths of the legs, the closer is the uniformity of spacing of RPs to that ploduced

by arclength palameterization.

On the other hand, it has been observed ihat when F-OP is useci on a cuïve whose

lengths of polygon legs are not much different, the distribution of RPs resembies

that which is produced by BPF; the distribution is the same as that of BPF when

applied to a symmetric curve.

The above observations may be explained as follows. For symmetric curves, the

value of a is 1/2. This implies that the set of weights {tr.'¿} will have no contribution

since tr¿ : (rl2)" Vr¿; equal to¿'s implythat the rational function Q1"; l""omes a

Bézier polynomial of degree n, and the lesult is similar to that produced by BPF

aigorithm.

4"2.4 Slaanpe & T.honne's Algorithm

The idea behind the (ST) algorithm is simple and produces desired results with

high acculacy [40]. However', it is a computationally expensive method and may

not be practical for real-time processing requilements.

The idea is to find ú¿'s such that the point Q(ú¿) is exactly A-[ along the curve

from Q(ú¿-1). In this legald, l¿ is a root of a non-linear equation that is to be

solved by applying Newton-Raphson iterations until convergence to a satisfactor.y

toler-ance is achieved. In addition, a suitable systematic way of providing an initial

value to initiate the search for each l¿ is usually required.

r, ¡
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The following definitions are needed. Define M(t) as follows:

¡tM(t): / llQ'(r)lldr -dLL,J t;_t

58

(4 3)

where t¿-1is the parametric value that generated the iast reference point, and iAI
is the distance sought. The derivative of M(t) is

M'(t): llQ'(ú)ll. (4.4)

The task is to find ú¿ such that M(t¿):0. The following means of determining an

initial approximation, e¿, to initiate the search for ¿¿ seems to work well in practice.

€¿ : max(i\t, t¿-1).

The algorithm may now be written as follows.

RPG: ST0

compute L, lo * 0

Lt <- If N, LL -- LIN
lor i <- i to 1/-i

t¿-e;
repeat

+ +' - 
M(t;)

vz , þ.r M,(t;)

until conuergence to a giuen tolerance

r; e- Q(ú¿)

END

(4.5)
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Remarks on ST

Of ali the algorithms discussed, the ST algorithm is ciosest to pr-oducing RPs with

accurate uniform spacing. It has been observed tha'u six or fewer Newton-Raphson

iterations usually yield 7-9 digiis of acculacy. However', it is also the most com-

putationally intensive method (illustrated latel in Chapter 5). This is due to the

number of Newton-Raphson iterations needed for convergence, in which the inte-

gLal (a.3) is computed many times. In addition, for every evaluation of (4.3), the

function llQ'(ú)jl has to be evaluated many times. In practice, it was found that

four Simpson intervalsl for every segment provided sufficient accuracy.

4.2.5 Curnulative C}¡ondleTlgtLx Algonithne

Cumulative chordlength is a straightforward method to approximate the arclength

of a curve. This method can be exploited to genelate RPs that visually seem to be

uniformly spaced.

The algorithm is as follows: while computing the arclength, the set {s¡ | k :
0, 1, . . . , SÌ (S being the number of cholds used to approximate the curve) keeps

track of the cumulative chordlength thus far. Reference points at distances

li\dli : 7,2,...,1/-1 an<i Ld, :s$/¡/i,

where ss is the total chordlength, may then be located by searching for their closest

values in {s¡}, and then fulther lefining those values by means of linea¡ interpo-

lation. That is, i¿, the parameter vaiue for the iúl¿ reference-point t¿, àt distance
1tn 

[+0] , Sharpe & Thorne suggest using the Romberg algorithm, but this does not change the

number of integral evaluations in the algorithm.
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i\.d, is approximated by the function A(i,fr) as follows:

t¡: A(i,k): Lu(o - r* 19) , e.6)\ ó1, - stt-t /

where sr-r ( i\d < s¡, and L,u : 1/3. An algorithm that implements this follows.

RPG: CCQ

Vo+Por so<-0

Az +- 1/S, ?¿o <- 0

fori<-1toS
LIi +-- 1t¿-t * Au

v¿ +- Q(z¿)

si {-- si_1 + llto - rn_rll

A,d *- ss/I/, È *- 0

{or i <- 1 to ,^./-1

while iAd ) s¡

,t<-t+i
t¿ <- A(i.,k) {usins gq 

Qr.6)}

r¿ : Q(ú¿)

END

Tùemarks on CC

In order for the CC algorithm to produce uniform RPs, the number of chords 3 usecl

to appr-oximate the curve may have to be quite high. On average, in the examples

used in practice, setting S to 64 usually produced a palameter set {l¿} that agr.eed

with that of Sharpe & Thorne to the second-least significant decimal digit (this

implies that results are visually indistinguishabte). Nevertheless, this algorithm
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had a much faster running time than the 5T algorithm, due to the simplicity of the

computations carried out.

4.2"6 Fythagorean-F{odognaph C¡rnve,&}gorithrur

For PH curves of odd degree n, a polynomial expression is available for o(ú) :
s'(t) : llQ'(ú)ll, which is used in the denominator in the Newton-Raphson itera-

tion. It is a special case of the ST algorithm since it depends on Newton-Raphson

iterations; however, up to 12 digits of precision are often attained in no more than

two or three iterations [17].

Starting with the following definitions (see (3.9)):

s(t;) : iLL : [," oçr¡dr, i : r,2,. . . ,,ff- 1, (4 T)
Jto

where

(4 8)

6i

n-r /-_r \
o(t):Ðq [ 

'' 
. 
' 

l(t - t)n-1-¿1,
i=o\z/

and o¿=6,1,...,,,-r is given by (3.i1). The complete algorithm follows.

RPG: FHC0

compute oi*o,7,...,n-\ {using Eq. (3.11)}

for i <- 1 to 1/-1

t¿ <- t;_1* LLlo(t;_1)

repeat

t¿ <- t¿ - {'(¿n) - iLL} lo(t¿)
until conuergence to a giuen tolerance

r; : Q(ú¿)

END
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R.emarks on PHC

The algorithm produces RPs with accurate unifolm spacing, with less computa-

tionai requirements than needed by the ST aigorithm. However, it does not serve

as a generai purpose algorithm, since the curve in which it is locating RPs has to

be a PH. It is therefore omitted from further discussions in Chapter b.

4"& VisuaÏ ffi,estllts

In this section, the algorithms discussed thus far are applied to the curves plesented

in Section 4.1. The objective is to show how close the r-eference points generated

by the various methods are to the exact reference points, and how the results of

ihe PM (proposed method) developed in this dissertation compare to those of other

methods.

Each of the following figures is organized as follows. The actual curve is shown

fir-st, followed by plots showing only RPs (reference points) along their tlanslated

paths. In each case, four RP plots ale shown: those resulting from BPF (basic paÌa-

metric flow), ST (Shalpe & Thorne), F-OP (Falouki's optimal parametelization),

and from PM.

The ST algorithm produces RPs with very acculate lesults (the parameter set

{t¿} that genelated RPs using ST was tested against that produced by the PHC

algorithm on PH culves) and 6-8 digits of acculacy wele yielded in four or five

iterations). The ST reference points are considered to be exact and thus are used

to compare other results with.

RP plots resulting from the PHC (PH curve) algorithm ale not shown since they

ale only applicable to PH curves.
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RP plots lesulting fi'om the CC algolithm with different numbers of chords are

shown at the end of this section in Figure 4.79.
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. BPF

F-OP

PM

64

Figure 4.5: The quacilatic curve shown here is from Figur-e 4.1.
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F-OP

Figure 4.6: The other quadlatic curve shown from Figure 4.7. Also shown in [t8].
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.PM

Figule 4.7: Cul:ic S-culve from Figurc 4.2.
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F-OP

Figure 4.8: The PH curve flom Figure 4.2; notice similarity in

and F-OP. This similality exists for all symmetric curves.

PM

RPs spacing of BPF
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BPF

oð

ST

F-OP

PM

Figure 4.9: The third cubic curve from Figure 4.2 exhibiting high curvature regions.
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BPF

F-OF

Figure 4.10: The cubic culve exhibiting a cusp from Figure 4.2.
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ST

F-OP

PM

Figu'e 4.11: The fir'st quariic curve from Figure 4.J; also shown in 1181.
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F-OP

PM

Figule 4.72: A quartic curve with a high curvature region. From Figure 4.3.
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F-OP

PMi

Figure 4.13: A quartic M-curve exhibiting 2 inflection points. From Figure 4.3.
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. F-OP

n,fr)

Figure 4.I4: The last quartic curve from Figure 4.3.
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BPF ST

Figure 4.15: A symmetric quintic C-cur.ve from Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.16: The quintic PH curve from Figure 4.4.

ST

F-OP
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BPF

F-OP ST

Figure 4.17: The quintic S-curve from Figure 4.4.

PM
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Figure 4.18: The quintic curve from Figule 4.4.
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Figule 4.19: In this figure, the cilcles denote RPs generated by the ST algor.ithm,

while the dots denote RPs generated by the CC algorithm. The number shown

on each plot indicates the number of chords used by ihe CC algorithm. Careful

inspection of these plots shows that the 64 chords plot is the only one where both

sets of RPs visually agree.
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4"4 Fäågh-Ðegree Cunves

Since the PM depends largely on the tangent vectors at the end points to perfolm

its approximation of alclength parameterization, it is expected to produce good

visual lesults for quadratic and cubic curves. However, it also seems to perform

reasonably well for quartic and quintic cur-ves (as shown in the previous figules),

perhaps because the behavior of the curve away from the end tangent vectols is

still sufficiently influenced by the information at the end points.

Figures 4.20 and 4.21 illustrate the above observations for yet higher degree

culves. It it emphasized however, that typical design curves do not usually exceed

a quintic degree.
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BPF

F-OP

80
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Figure 4.20: A ninth-degree curve.
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BPF

F-OP 
"

8i

"QTA U¡

PM

Figure 4.2I: Anolher ninth-deglee culve exhibiting two loops.
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4,5 F{ig}ner-Ðegree Appnoxåyr¿a.tåost

In Section 3.3.2, an interpolating function of fifth-degree was plesented. This in-

terpolating method is cailed PM-5" The belief was that more information on the

cut've's behavior at the end points woulci offer a better apploximation. However,

the representative sample of curves on which tests were performed (shown in fig-

ures 4.222,, 4.23, anci 4.24) indicates that, even though it may produce a better

approximation of ú(s) for some curves, it is more error prone for others.

Figure 4.22: A cubic Bézier spiral curve) on which both PM and PM-S pr-oduce

spacing that is visually uniform.

The above may be explained as follows. The function ú(s) to be approximated

a monotone increasing function, and any function that attempts to approximate
ztn 

l++], it is shown that a cubic Bézier curve possessing polygon legs such that (a) L1

L2,L¿= llpn-p¿-rll,(b) po,pl,andp2arecollinear,and(c) Ls=lL1cosd,isaspiral,with
being the angle between the lines p1p2 and p2p3
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PM

PM-5

Figure 4.23: The quartic curve flom Figule 4.11 (also in [18]). An illustration of

when PM-5 performs better than PM.
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Figure 4.24: The quintic PH curve from Figures 4.4 þ, 4.76 . An illustration of

when a higher-order intelpolation polynomiai does not perform weli.

shouid be monotone and increasing. Because the tangent vectors at the end points

may not always serve as leliabie souïce of information about the rest of the curve

(such as when an end poiygon leg is significantly small, in proportion to the rest of

the legs), the quality of approximation may accor.dingly degrade.

Any approximating function A(s) that attempts to approximate l(s), regardless

of its deglee, may have one ol more inflection point. An inflection point along the

approximating function implies that the late of change with which the parameter

I varies with respect to the arclength s, has changed from faster to slower, or. vice

velsa. It is therefole desirable that when ú(s) has one or more inflection points, the

approximating function A(s) should also have inflection points. This is illustrated
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in Figure 4.25.

(a)

N U MERIC AT, EXPER"TMEN TS

A ploblem arises. howeveL, when

(b)

A(s) has one or

(c)

85

more criticai

Figule 4.25: (a) The curve whose ú(s) is to be approximated. The dots compose

a set of reference points generated on Q(ú). (b) The approximating function,4(s).

The dot on the culve denotes an inflection point. Before the inflection point, ú

pr-ogresses with a faster rate than s, the opposite is true after the IP. (c) A'(s) does

not have zeros in the range [0,C], since,4(s) is monotone and increasing.

values in the r-ange l0,L), i.e., when,4(s) attains a maximum/minimumvaiue in

[0,,C] such that A'(s) : 0. When this happens, A(s) is not a monotone increasing

function, and hence, it is not suitable to approximate f (s). in practice, anomalies

in the approximation wele mainly due to the presence of a significantly shor-t end-

polygon leg, in proportion to the rest of the polygon legs. Figur-es 4.25, 4.26, and

4.27 illustrate the above observations in a "step-by-step" fashion, in which the

arclength.C has been normalized to unity. It is noted, however, that typical design

curves do not usually have polygon-leg lengths that ale out of proportion.

From Figule 4.27, it is observed that when an apploximating function A(s) is
such that A'(s) :0,s € 10,,L), then ,4(s) is not reliable.

Q(r)
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Figure 4.26: (u) Q(¿) is a curve whose end-polygon leg is relatively small. As a

result, A(s) in (b) appears to be almost non-monotone and increasing. Accordingly,

,4'(s) in (c) almost has roots in the range l0,Ll, a clear indication of non-reliability.

Furthermore, whereas the delivative of a cubic approximating function such as

/(s) from Section 3.3.1 may have at most two real roots in [0,1], derivatives of

higher-order approximating functions such as å(s) from Section 3.3.2 may have

more than two roots in [0,4], and are thelefore more unlikely to be reliable. This

may be seen from approximating ú(s) by å(s) for the quintic of Figure 4.24, one of

whose end polygon legs is relatively short (shown in Figure 4.4, upper right).

A quadratic approximating function is less likeiy to have roots in the criticai

range l},L]. However, it does not allow for inflection points and may therefore

prove to be a rigid, inflexible apploximator for the purposes of this research.
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I

r

I

Figure 4.27: (a) The initiai polygon leg is taken to be small enough to cause

unacceptable results. It is shown that 55% of the RPs are clustered in a small r-egion

of low curvature! (b) ,4(s) has an inflection point. A maximum and a minimum

value occur before and after the inflection point, respectively. The presence violates

the monotony required for such apploximating functions. Accordingly, A,(s) is

shown to have zeros in the range [0,1] where critical values occrlr.
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In this chapter, the cost of each reference-point generator (RPG) when applied

to an nth degree Bézier curve is discussed. A generalization of the the proposed

method (PM) discussed in the previous chapter is introduced. Although it departs

fi'om the basic objective of finding an approximation of the function t(s) as a singie

entity rather than a spline, it is of interest because it is also a generalization of the

cumulative chordlength method.

Chapiel organization is as follows. Section 5.1 discusses the preliminaries behind

developing mechanisms to compare costs of operations, and then compares the

expected running times of some of the algolithms, based on the count of operations

executed by each algorithm. The generalization of the proposed method is discussed

in Section 5.2.
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6"L @peratiom Costs of Reference-Foårat Geraen*

atons

One way to compare the per*formance of the ,-eference-point-generator algorithms

discussed thus fal is to compare the cumulative cost of opelations carlied out by

each algorithm.

In this section, the process of evaluating ihe cost of each algorithm is introduced.

In considering the cost of these aigorithms, the process of generating an RP, as

oppose<i to the setup time lequired by them, is emphasized. For the following

subsections, the following rules are assumed for convenience:

(a) Curves and vector points are assumed to be in IE2.

(b) In deriving cost expressions, the foilowing notation is useci:

C(V, P) : (# of multipiications, f of function calls),

where C (ú , 0) reads: the cost of eualuati,ng p times the erpression ú .

visions required in the evaluation of ü are counted as multiplications;

number of function calls is a count of calls made to functions such as

square-roo[ function, iogarithmic functions, etc. For example, if

V(z) : ar3 +b +d, r:5,6,7,

then

C(V, p) -- C(ar3 + b + d,3) : (i0,2),

since for each z, the first telm requires three multiplications (giving a total

of nine multiplications), whereas the second telm needs to be computed only

89
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once (a multiplication and two function caiis are needed), thereby lesulting

in a total cost of 10 multiplications and two function calls.

Note that operations of additions and subtractions aïe not considered.

The calculations assume a reasonable implementation and ale not necessar.ily

optimal.
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5"1-"1- Cost of, Cornmon Operations

In this subsection, the cost of evaluating expressions that are common to most of

the algorithms of interest in this thesis is carried out. These operations usually

involve the evaluation of quantities such as Q(ú), Q'(ú), s(t).

Cost of Q(t)

Consider the following expansion of Q(i) of degree n, defined in (2.1):

a(¿) : no(1 - t),*pp(1 *t¡.-tr*",(;)r-t)n-2t2+

{n \
-F FL,/zJ I I tt - Ðn-Ln/z)ilnl'J + ...+ (5.1)

\ lnlz) j
{n \

p"-z I lft- t)2¿n-z *p,-rn(l -t)t'-t rpnt".
\"-¿ /

To evaluate the cost of (5.1) al t: l¡, the following points are noted:

(a) There is a total of, n * 1 telms, denoted To,Tt,. . . ,Tn.
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(b) To evaluate (t-t*¡z+r from (i -tr)n (or, di+i fi-om úi,),

is required. Thus, to compute all the functions (1 -
t?.. . . .t:.

91

only one multiplication

t*)' ,.. " , (1 - f¿)', and

2(n - 1)

multiplications are required.

(c) There are

(5.2)

("-1)

products of the form (1 - to)oti-|, i f 0,n.

(5 3)

(d) Because of the symmetry of binomial coefficients, only coefficients from ?2 to

TL,/rJ,n 2 4, need to be computed. Binomial coefficients for To,Tt,T,-1, and

fl" have the values unity, n,n., and unity, r'espectively. Thus, if the following

recursive definition

tr"1:
\n/

for computing

n-z+r
---------:--

z

/\
[ " ì, 2<i<
\i-11
al coefficients is used.

L"lzJ

only a total ofthe binomi

2lnl2) - 1)

multiplications are required.

(") A total of

(5.4)

2(n - 1) (5 5)
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multiply the

of

2(n + 1)

multiplications.

(5.6)

Thus, the total cost

(5.2) to (5.6):

c(Q(¿k),1) :

of Q(ú¡) may be obtained by summing the expressions from

(rr" - 1) + (n - 1) + ,(lil- 1) + z(n -
(r"+ri;l-u,o) , n)2

Note that the second parameter in the above expression is zer-o,

calls are involved.

The cost of computing 1/ (for clai-ity, Iy' is used to repr-esent the number of RPs

instead of 1/ * i) points along aBézier curve Q(t) of degree n is der-ived assuming

that after the first computation, the binomial coefficients (which are aiso multiplied

by the Bézier control points) are not re-computed (i.e., steps (d) e (") are omitted

from the second evaluation onwards). Thus, for n ) 2,N ) 1, the cost of Q(l) is:

c(e(ú),i/) : (r,,1sf"- 1) + 2(n-r1)Ì+ ,{l;l-t} * 2@-1),0) ,

92

fur-ther multiplications is required to obtain the values

/"\
I . lon, i:'L'2,"',n-7'
\'/

(f) Finally, an additional 2 multiplications are required per ?1, to

above expression in (e) by the rest of the term fl, giving a total

I) + 2(n+ 1), 0)

(5 7)

since no function

: (;','1s" - 1) + z {" + lH - r} ,o) (5 8)
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Cost of Q'(ú)

The derivative of a Bézier curve is anothel Bézier curve [15]. Thus, Q'(¿) may be

expressecÌ as:

Cost of Computing the arclength s(ú)

Consider the following representation of Simpson's rule for obtaining the alclength

(see Section 3.1.6):

e'(¿) : "{T,("-t l,o,*, -p;)(1 -t)n-t-,,,}. (5.e)'cÇ\"/- "11;\ O )"''' 
Yt)\t-u¡ 'Í

An expression cost may be easily obtained for Q'(ú) by replacin g n by n - 1 in (5.2),

and then adding two multiplications for the external n, that is:

c(Q'(¿),1) : (rr" - r) +zt+l - r,o) ,

: (2" + rl+)- 10, o) , ror n ) 3. (5.i0)

In addition, the cost of computing Q'(ú) /y' times is cierived by replacin g n by

n - I in (5.8), and then adding 2 multiplications each time. This results in

c(Q'(ú),¡/) : (ru1r1"-r) - r)+z{t"- r)+l+j -r} +2^/,0) ,

/ tn-71 \: ((u" * 2)n *,l,ï.1 - nr - u,o) . (b.11)

(5.12)

In the above expression, fol any value of 1 ) 4, 1 being an even number-of intervals,

there are four- mole multiplications to compute s(t). There is a total of 1 + 1

+ _ +^ | (r_2)12 (r_2)12 I
s(ú) ="-# loo+4 Ð ".z¡+t*2 Ð ".z¡:_ 

.,tl .ó1 L r=c 7=t I
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functions of the folm a¿

follows:

C(o,,1+ i)

94

their cost may be expressed as

(5.13 )

(5.14)

c(Q'(¿),1+ 1) + (1+ 1)(2,1),

(rtt * 7)n * rl+) - ze + 2), r* r)

The total cost of s(l) is therefore

C(s(l),1) C(a,I+1) +(4,0)

(tr, * T)n * rl+) - 2r,.r + 1)

Attention is now turned to the cost evaluation of the algolithms discussed in the

previous chapter in subsections 4.2.1-4.2.5. Because of the non-generality of the

PHC algorithm (see Section 4.2.6), it is not considered in the following discussion.

5.L"2 Cost of BPF

The BPF algorithm was introduced in Section 4.2.1. Its setup time is negligible.

When genelating reference points, two operations are involved as indicated by

the algorithm portion shown below (extracted from the aigorithm shown in Sec-

iion 4.2.1):

RPG: BPF0

t¿ <- t¿-t * Lt,

r¿ <- Q(l¿)

END
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The first operation to obtain l¿ is of iittle significance to the algorithm cost. The

second is simply an evaiuation of Q(¿) 1{ times, whose cost has been detelminecl

by (5.8). Thus, the cost of generating ¡/ RPs using the BPF aigo.ithm is

c(BPF s",, 1) : C(Q(¿), ¡vr). (5.15)

5.1"3 Cost of PN/l

The PM algorithm lequires little setup time" Consider the following algorithm setup

portion extracted from the aigorithm presented in Section 4.2.2:

RPG: PMQ

compute L, scaie llQ'(0)ll and llQ'(1)ll

c <- 1f lla'(0)ll
a,<-c+1/llQ'(1)ll -2
b<-1,-c-a

END

Cost of computing I is given by (5.1a). Scaling the magnitude at the end points

(i.e., dividing llQ'(0)ll and llQ'(1)ll bv l) requires two mulriptications (note that

llQ'(0)ll and llQ'(1)ll have already been computed when calcularing r). compuring

the coefficients of /(s) in (3.27) requires two additional multiplications. This r.esults

in a total setup time of

C(PM""¿,e,1) : (4,0) + C(s(ú), 1). (5. 16 )

To evaluate the cost of generating ¡tr RPs using the PM algolithm, consider the

following extraction from Section 4.2.2:
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RPG: PM$

:

fo <-- ((a,(.¿+b){¿* c)!.¿ {Eq" (3.27) using I{orner's method}

r¿ - Q(/,)
END

shows that no more than three muitiplications added to the cost of Q(l) (given in

(5.8)) are required pel RP, giving a total cost of

c(PMs",., 1) : C(Q(¿), ¡/) + 3(¡/,0),

: (rris"+z) +z{"+Bl -r} ,o) (5 12)

5.1.4 Cost of F-OP

The F-OP algorithm was introduced in Section 4.2.3. Considel the following al-

gorithm setup portion (extracted from Section 4.2.3, with steps labelled for later

reference):

RPG: F-OP0

comqtute L, scale pi*0,1,...,,, (r1)

for i +- 0 to n- 1 (r2)

Ap, *- p¿+r - p¿

{oriç-0ton (.3)

c¿*i(n-i+ 1)Ap,-' -(i+ 1)("-i)Ap¿
fori<--0to2n-i (ra)

b,.-í 
lä-".,, (;) (;-i) (.¡ ap-¡,It(^;')

Ij=*"
fori<-4to2n+3 (r5)
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r(-2n+3-i
{ zr-r -,. \Cô -Lru\Àt-,(-i)À | 

LtL- -' - ! 
luu*,\kl

ci * D'u?o'-'(-1)'+o ('" -t - " I uo

\k)
s2n.qo*Lí:t,+(,i_n,)rr.,-, (.6)

/r^,\
Çzn+z <- - D?:t" *l 

zn - r 
\ q:#-: (,7)

\ i-4 )
o -- (t + laqr,+ilù-l (.8)

;

END

The cost expression of each of the above steps follows.
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(s1) In addition to computing the arclength, there are Z(n * 1) divisions required

to scale pi=0,1,...,n7 resulting in a cost expression C(s(t),n) + (2(n + 1),0).

(s2) (0,0).

(s3) The for loop is executed n * 1 times. Each time six muliiplications ar.e car-ried

out. This results in the cost expression (6(n + 1),0).

(s4) There are 2n ó¿'s to be computed. Bach ó; has (n + I)12 terms on aver-

age. Assuming that two multiplications are required to evaluate each bino-

mial coefficient, two for the dot product, the summation term r.equires eight

multiplications, and three multipiications fol the denominator, giving a to-

ral 8(2n)(n + 1)12 + 3(2n) multiplications, the cost expression is therefore

(2n(an + 7),0).
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(s5) The for loop is executed 2n times. Each of Cfi and Ci has (2n * 1)f2'r,erl¡r's

on average. Assuming that two multiplications are requiled to evaluate the

binomial coefÊcient, plus another two to multiply bt +,,bk, there ar.e aQflQn+
1)/2 multiplications. Hence, the cost expression is (4n(2n + i),0).

(s6) There are 2n tetms, each lequiring 4 multiplica"r,ions, resulting in cost of

(8n,0).

(s7) There are 2n terms; using the results of (s6), only one multiplication is nec-

essary fol each term. The cost expression is therefore (2n,0).

(s8) One division, one recipr-ocal, and one function call are required. The cost is

therefore (2,7).

The total setup time for the F-OP algorithm may now be detelmined as follows:

C(F-OP"d.e,I) : C((s1), I) + C((s2),1) +'..* C((sB),1),

: (r6n2 * B6n + 10,1) + C(s(r),1). (b.18)

Turning the attention to the cost of generating an RP using this algorithm,

consider the following portion from the same algorithm:

RPG: F-OPQ

t¡,-t¿-tlLt
r¿ *- Qþ) {usi,ns sq. U.Ð}

END
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Re-writing

- t,)j'-r
Q(¿n) (5. ie)

(5.20 )

of: (a) multiplying

sion. This is similar

5.1-.5 Cost of ST

The ST algorithm requires the total arclength L tobe computed in the setup, whose

cost expression is given by (5.14).

To help evaluate the cost of generating an RP using this algorithm, the following

aigorithm portion is extracted from Section 4.2.4.

RPG: ST0

:

repeat

+. +. 
- 

M(t¿\
L1 \ Lz M,(t¡)

until conuergence to a giuen tolerance

r¿ +- Q(ú;)
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@.2) in the following manner:

io* f " I {(r - a¿)t¡}k {a;(1È=o \fr/

{*,(1 - to)}"-*

c(Q(¿), ¡\/) + (3¡/,0)

z{"+LH-,i ,o) ,

per RP are the result

- t;), and (c) the divi

he PM aigolithm.

Y\ !/ 
>(: I *,, -oo)¿,Ìn
Æ:o\/f/

results in the following cost expression:

c(F-oPs",.,t) : C(Q(ú),1/) :
: (x6r+ 2) +\

where the thlee extra multiplications

(1 - on) Try t¿, (b) multiplying a¿ bV (1

io the cost of generating an RP using t

END
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whele M(t) and M'(t) are given in (a.3) anð (4.4), respectively. The cost of M(t)
is similar to that of s(ú) given in (5.14). The cost of M'(t) is similar-to that of

computing one function oi, howeveL, its value is obtained during the arclength

calculation of the if2tlr segment (it is the last function usually computed in the

calculation of M(t)), and need noi be r.-e-computed. These observations result in

the following initial cost expression foi'f; in the repeat ... until loop:

(5.21)

requireci to reach the desired tolerance.

evaluated to generate the required RP.

C(ST,1) : N{C(t;,7) +C(Q(t),1)i,

: C(t¿,1N) + C(Q(ú), ¡/). (5.22)

5.1-.6 Cost of CC

Consider the following algorithm portion extracted from Section 4.2.5:

RPG: CC$

for i +- ltos
<- LI¡-L l Lu

*- Q(u¿)

{- si-l + lltn - to-rll

where 7 denotes the number of iterations

Once a satisfactory ú¿ is obtained, (2.1) is

Thus, the total cost of this algorithm is:

U¿

Y¿

S¿

END
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used to apploximateThe cost of obtaining u¿:0,r,...,s, S being th.e number of chords

the curve, is

C(v¿, S) : C(Q(l), S)" (5.23 )

The cost of computing the cumuiative arclengths si-0.r,...,s is two multiplications

and a function call per s¿, giving

C(s¿, S) : S(2,1) : (2S, S). (5.24)

Thus, the setup time of the CC algorithm is

C(Cc".tue,I) : C(v, S) * C(s, S),

: (srr"+1) +z{"+L;J -r} ,

To obtain an expression for the cost of generating an

portion from the algorithm presented in Section 4.2.5:

(5.25)

consider the following

RPG: CCQ

I

while iAd ) s¡

kç-kII
t; +- A(i,k) {using øq. (4.0)}

r¿ : Q(ú;)

END

The cost of obtaining l¿ is two multiplications per RP, at which Q(t) is evaluated

once. The total cost to generate .^/ RPs may therefole be estimated by the following

expression:

\r/ '

RP,

C(CC|",.,I) : (2¡l,0) + C(Q(¿), ¡ú). (5.26)
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5.L"7 T'ahles of Costs

In this subsection, the costs of the riiffelent RPG algorithms are pïesented in a

tabular for-mat to facilitate comparison. There are five tables, the first one (Ta-

ble 5.1) Iists the cost expressions of all the aigorithms, for iroth setup time, and RP

genelation time. The second and third tables consider the setup-time cost, whereas

the foulth and fifth tables consider the cost of generating Rps.

Because of the wide variation in the techniques used by the valious methods, a

straightforward comparison is difficult. The following conventions are introduced

to obtain meaningful comparisons"

Table 5.1: List of cost expressions.

c(Q(t), ¡\/) (r'r1s" - i) + z{n + L;l - z},0)
C (s(t), I) ({rr + 7)n-r rL+l - rt,r + 1)

C(Alg.,1) Setup RP Gen.

(a) The degree of the cuïve, ??, assumes values of three, five, and nine.

(b) ¡/, the number of RPs to be generated, is fixed at 100.

ra2

BPF c(Q(ú),li )

PM C(s(t),1) + (4,0) c(Q(ú), ¡/) + (3¡/,0)

F-OP C(s(t),r) -t (16n2 * 36n + 10,1) c(Q(¿),1/) + (3.n/,0)

ST C(s(t),1) C(s(t),?¡i) + (71/,0) *
c(Q(¿), ¡/)

CC C(Q(ú), S) + (2S, S) C(Q(¿), ¡/) + (2¡l,0)
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(c) The number of chords that are used in the CC algolithm, s, (only appiicable

to the CC algorithm), is set to 48 (note that this may be an underestimate

for the number of chords required in practice).

(d) The numbel of Simpson intervais, 1, r-equired to compute arclengths is set

as follows; to compute l, the total arclength of Q(ú), 1is set to eight; to

compute the arclength of a segment of Q(t) (as required by ST, for example),

-I is set to four.

(e) Algorithms with entries containing zero in every column are omitted from

tables.

(f) Entries are in the form mt * mz *. . . - .S, where each term corr.esponds to

the equivalent term in the cost expressions listed in Table 5.1, an<i 5 is their

sum.

The following pair of tables show setup operation count. Table 5.2 shows

number of multiplications executed by the different RPG algorithms. Table

shows the number of function calls executed by each RPG algorithm.

Table 5.2: Multiplication count during setup.

TL:õ n:5 n:9
PM 4+127:131 4 + 223 :227 4+475:4I9
F-OP 262 + 727 :389 590 + 223 :873 1630 + 415:2045

ST 127 ,r2 415

CC 676 +96 :772 1162+ 96:1258 2134 + 96 :2230

103
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Table 5.3: Function-cali count during setup.

n:3 n:5 n--9

PM 9+0:9 9+0:9 9*0:9
F-OP 9+1:10 9t1:10 9*1:10
CC q I o

CC 0+48 0+48 0+48

The attention is now turned to the cost of generating RFs. Table 5.4 shows the

number of multiplications executed per algorithm. Table 5.5 shows the number of

function calls executed per algorithm"

104
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Table 5.4: Multiplication count during RF generations.

105

n:3 n:5 n:9

Table 5.5: Function-call count during RP generation.

n:3 n:5 n:9

From the above tables, the following is concluded:

(a) The PM algolithm has a small setup time when compared to the others. In

cases where the arclength has been pre-computed, the setup time is negligible,

whereas the F-OP and the CC have relatively lalger setup times, depending

on the value of n, and s, respectively, as indicated in Table 5.2.

(b) Fr"om Tables 5.4 and 5.5, it is evident that the ST algorithm is the most

computationally intensive algorithm to be used for locating points, both for

the number of multiplications, and the number of function calls that it makes.

By comparison, the other algorithms have low and simila¡ operation counts,

especially as n increases.

BPF L404 2410 4422

PM 1404+ 300:1704 24L0+300:2710 4422+300:4722

F-OP 1404+ 300:1704 2470+300:2710 4422+300:4722

ST 30000+400 -|L404:

31804

52400 + 400 *2470 :
55210

9720A+400 j-4422:

102022

CC 1404+ 200:1604 2410 + 200 :2610 4422+200:4622

ST 2000 2000 2000
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&.2 Usirug Cubåc:Splime ämterpoåatåom Fus"iction

In developing the ploposed methoci, the emphasis was on obtaining an expression

for l(s) (that is, l, the parameter of the culve Q(l), as a function of s, the arclength

of the curve) in an analytical fashion, such that, when evaluated at s¡ € [0,1], the

colresponding ú¡ € [0, 1] r'esults. It is desirable, for manipulation in mathematical

experiments, that it be a singie function rather than a piecewise function.

The objective of the proposed method is to make available an approxima-

tion to ú(s) (see Chapter 1). This is similar to some of the objectives sought in

[17][18][26][40]. However, it is noted that some of these methods depend on analyt-

ical expressions, such as the FM or the F-OP algorithms, whereas other methods,

such as the ST algorithm, depen<i on numerical methods to approximate ú(s). The

first kind of approximators have the advantage of not having to compute and main-

tain arrays of numbers? or use q_uadrature techniques to reach a satisfactory lesult;

it is not equitable to compare their accuracy to those that depend on numerical

methods. The latter have the advantage that any prescribed accuracy can be ob-

tained by increasing the number of approximating segments to refine lesults in

accordance with some prescribe<i tolerance,, or increasing the number of Newton-

Raphson iterations.

In this section, it is shown how the ploposed method may be modified so that it
also uses numerical techniques to generate reference points (RPs) along parametric

culves, thereby making use of the advantages that numelical methods have. The

modified version of the propose<i method is called MPM, or, the modified PM. its

objective is to generate RPs with accuracy and performance comparable to methods

which depend on numerical techniques.
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5.2.t T'he MPM AngoniûÏam

The idea behind developing the MPM is similar to that behind the CC method:

the curve Q(t) is first approximated by S segments. The cumuiative arclength is

calculated at the end of the kth segment, k :7,2,. . ., S, aiong with the coefficients

ak,¡bk¡ c¡, and d¿. Because each segment is approximated over two Simpson intervals

(using Simpson's rule), S is always tr f 2, where 1 is an even number of Simpson

intervals used to approximate the Q(i). This is feasible because Simpson's rule may

give the intelmediate arclengths at every second function. That is, the arclength

of the kúå segment may be determined by

"* 
: 

#(o z*-z *  az*-t + ù2k)*sfr-r, k : 7,1,...,S,

For each segment, four equations are required to solve for

lowing the same methodology used in Section 3.3.1 (i.e., to

by equating each of /¡(s) and /i(s) at s : s¡-1, ând s :
values of ú(s), and l'(s), respectively). Lei

(5.27)

where s0 : 0, and a¡ : llq'U lI)ll. Note that L - ss. To determine the coeficients

fol each segment, Equation (3.27) is rewritten in the following manneï:

,fr(s) : øÈs3 + b*"' + c¡s I d'¡,

with derivative

/í(t) : 3a¡s2 *2b*s I cn.

s¡*r(t(sÀ: (5.28)

(5.2e)

the foul unknowns. Fol-

formulate four equations

s¡, with the appropriate
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l*(s¡¡

and

Íiþ*-r)

fLGr)

the four equations
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k-r

1azk-z
I

)azk

are formulated as follows:

^)J

k:
iç
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(5 30)

(5.31)

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.38)

(5.3e)

(5.40)

(5.41)

aks3k-t I b¡sf;-, ! c¡,s¡,-1! d¡, : (k - 1)/S, (b.g4)

o¡"1 + b¡sf; + c*st t dt : kl}, (5.35)

3a¡,s2¡r-, * 2b¡s¡4 ¡ ¿o : Tlorn-7 (5.g6)

3a¡,sf;*2b¡s¡,|¿¡, : Llor,,. (5.32)

Again, note that k : 7,2,...,,s, and that s : I 12. The coefficients ø¡, b¡,c¡, and,

tl¡, may now be solved for', and are as follows:

a!.: 1 (*'u-'+o'u 
- 

2 \'" (tr - "¡-r )' \ a2ka2k-2 S("* - tr_.,) ) '

À azk-z - azk 3b¡: ffi-roo("0*sr-i)'
1ck : \a¡,sf;-Zb¡s¡,

dzk
t
ñ̂,/:t, : : - (or"î * b¡s2¡ * c¡s¡).uks

The complete algorithm follows.
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RPG: MPM()

compute (t;*o,r,...,1, sÀ=0,1,...,S

scale a¿, s¡ so that ss is unity

compute clk¡bkrc¡", a,nd, d¡rrk :0, l-, " . . , S

LL<-7fN, **-0, !.sa-0

'fori<-1to¡/-1
L¿ +- !.¿_t + LL
while /¿ ) s¡

k<- k+1

f¿ +- ((a¡!.; -f b¡"){.; + ck)!.i + dk

r¿ r- Q(/,)
END

5 "2.2 Visuatr R esults

In this subsection, some RP plots are shown for both the MPM and the CC method,

where both will be compared against RPs generated by the ST methocl. The pur-

pose is to show how the MPM produces better results with fewer segments than is

usually required for the CC, and does less computation than is required by the CC,

or the ST method.

Figure 5.11 shows how the MPM produces better-r'esults with fewer segments

than the CC algorithm. The diference in computational costs incleases with the

degree of the curve.

109

LTlre figures in Figure 5.1 are also shown in figures 4.g,4.II, and 4.1g
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CC-16 c¡000¿ò^
- "G)(̂Ð

%
o

610rò"
^ôo"

oooooooooooooooooooooooe,-oooooooooooooo

MPM-8 ooo@o^
t.j-o

Figure 5'1: In this figure, the circles denote RPs generated by the ST algorithm,

while the dots denote RPs generated by ihe CC and the MPM algorithms. The

number following the algolithm name on each plot indicates the number of chords,

segments used by the CC, and the MPM algorithms, r-espectively.
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A method for approximating the intrinsic arclength parameterization for parametric

curves has been proposed. The main property of the proposed method is that it de-

pends on analytical expressions, as opposed to methods which depend on numerical

techniques.

Accuracy and performance of the proposed method for approximating arclength

parameterizalion, along with that of several other methods, has been tested on the

appiication of reference points generation. The task was to generate ,-efer-ence points

that are uniformly spaced, along the path of parametric culves. It was shown with

the aid of numerous figures, that the pr-oposed method produces results practical

enough for most design curves, with computational perfolmance that is acceptable

for real-time processing lequirements.

A generaliza'tion of the proposed method to one that makes more use numerical

techniques to apploximate arciength parameterization, has also been developed.

It was shown that the results and the performance of such a method produced

accur-ate results, with relatively small computational requirements.
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Several methods for calculating the alclength of palametric curves have been

discussed. Some of them have-been adapted for the work accomplished in this thesis

and exploited to aid in the process of reference points generation.

In what follows, sevelal ploblems that are currently under investigation ar-e

mentioned.

Fnobleffi?s u.n^ld er lr¡vestigation

In order for the proposed method (PM) to be reliably used in precision-critical

applications, two areas that ar-e of a theoretical natule shouid be investigated.

They are as follows:

1. How many Simpson intervals are needed to achieve acceptable accur.acy in

obtaining the arclength of a cuïve segment? This is important because too

few intervals may not provide sufficient accuracy, and too many intervals may

by unnecessarily expensive, and may aiso affect accuracy.

An expression for the ellor of Simpson's rule is found in books on numerical

methods or analysis [7][8][12]132]. It may be written as follows:

h4

It(h)l: :: lo''(¿)1,/, 
190

where h : I I I is the size of the interval,

Section 3.i.b), a(r) : ,/q1t; .q14,r e

specific precision e such that:

It(h) < e,

(6.1)

1 is the number of intervals (see

[0,1]. Further, by prescribing a

(6.2)
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it might be possible to determine

an expression for oi"(l) seems to

is computable, the accurate value

i13

the appropriate size of h in (6.1). However,

be mathematically involved, and even if it

of ú is unknown [8].

2. How close is the resulting refelence-point distribution to the distlibution that

would result fi'om exact arclength parametelizalion? Frecision-non-critical

applications may allow a distribution that is visually satisfactory, however,

it is desirable to have a numerical or visual explession of how the resulting

distlibution compares to that resulting from the intlinsic alclength pararne-

terization.

Consider, for example, the quintic PH curve from Figure 4.4 whose RP dis-

tributions from the different algorithms are shown in Figure 4.16. A visual

expression for the deviation of the approximating function /(s) (discussed

in Section 3.3.1) from tire true function l(s) is depicted in Figure 6.2. It is

desilable to develop mechanisms to convey more information such as:

By how much has /(s) deviated from ú(s)?

when is the errol so large that /(s) wili not yield a satisfactory approx-

imation?

(c) How feasible is it to try to find a genelal expression for the error resulting

from such deviations?

(u)

(b)
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,ç

Figure 6.1: Error in apploximation of l(s) bV /(r).
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In this appendix, the two-point Taylor selies [tt, p" 37] is used to approximatel(s)

in (3.30). let ss and s1 be two distinct points in IR. The polynomialp(r) : pz,-r(s)

of degree 2n - 7 is defined as follows:

p(") : (" - "o)" ¡'{ 
gr(s-- sr)a * (" - ,r)" Ï '4¡(s - so)a

À=o ru¡ Æ:o kl , (A 1)

where

¿. : do_ f_j!ù_l,^* - d"r, L(" _ 
"r)" 

j"="0 ,

o,_dol¿(") Itt*: 
dst Lñpl"="," (4.2)

Letting n :2, (A.i) becomes the following.

p(") : (" - "o), {r,",, 
* 9t, - ",,} *

(" - ",), {r,,., * *dt, - ".)}, (A.B)

with derivative

p'(t) : (s - ss)i'(sr) - (r - s1)r'(s6). (A.4)

1i5
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Substitution in (A.a) and (4.5) fol s6:0 and st : L shows that p(s) is equivalent

to /(s) in (3.27), where a set of equations similar to those in (3.36-3.39) is ob,tained.

That is:

p(o) : t(o), p(L) : t(L), and

p'(o) : t'(o), p'(L): t'(L).

See Section 3.3.1 for a complete solution.
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Following are the data for the curves shown in Chapter 4. The data are supplied
in a nor-malized format; the total arclength of each curve is therefore unity.

F igure 4.3_

{[0, 0] [.355, .643] [.71, 0]]

{f0, .2381 [.744,0] 1.741, .7591]

F igure 4.2

{[0,.315] [.262,.839] 1.524,01 [.786, .577]]

PH curve: {[0,0] [0,.b] [.5, .b] 1.5,01]

{[.026,0] [0, .474] [.s75,.003] [.144, .003]]

{[0, 0] [.763, .4r2] [0, .4121 [.763, 0]]
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